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F~bruary 17, ·19T/ 
Vol. 50/No. 19 
rM!Ifjca College 
_ Tfhaca, New York 
p~lished independently by the students of Ithaca Co!leg~ 8 1 7 1977 
N#t . ,, - , IIH4CA C(;t: 
_Business Head.Resigns Name§· Task Force 
By Tracy Schroth 
Professor Aniello Massa re-
signed last week from his pos-
ition as Acting Director of the 
School of Business after two 
years of service. 
"It has been a gratifying two 
years for me" said Massa, but he 
strongly stated his desire to get 
back to teaching. "My profes-
sional career interests are in 
teaching accounting ... not in ad-
ministrative work." 
According to Massa he had 
originally accepted the position 
w_hen he had applied for sabbati-
cal at the same time as the 
former Director of the Business 
School, David Adorno. Adorno 
was granted sabatical and Massa 
was offered the position as acti'ng 
Director to replace Adorno. At 
first, according to Massa, the 
offer seemed like an attractive 
alternative. "Teaching was 
getting stale after 12 years," felt 
Massa "but after one year as 
Acting Director I really wanted 
to go back to teaching.,'~ Massa 
stayed on an additional year as 
Director, only because he had 
Massa stated, however, that the 
~: : ·. ~~j~lt~-11;,1:\:, ,/) ~umber of faculty has increased 
~$'~ ~. ·Co /. :'}HJd.', p ::" ,~ ;· j m the two years he has headed 
(1' ,.. ' -.. ~· of ""i···· ' ·{' h ... - . h 
~,13' ·i.- ,; ~ ,S ;(: .. ,'.':, !f''.'if .,t· .' :· t e department and by next year 
· /~;.. ·~ .f.:tlH)::'.:riY,PI; / Massa thinks the classes will be 
.; /;.ir}~~~~; ---~·c:;1«.:c.;~ smalle, and mo,e eleetive, will 
-::,::, '},u,\:. ;-.&1o.~· · -~ b ff d "P I h 
~--1 ·."·:-.\:\\ ~ ... :~ .
1 
• : ; '- .:,. ,_. _ e o ere . eop e ave been 
~ ··. -c,cc\\ci. · i<; : , f · -~ ve,y eoope,ative ... "said Massa. 
:;}_ .... \\\:<: .· ·.:· .·t'· ·.- _- .. •?. , Massa looks to the future of 
~. l ·:· '·\f :·· .. ·_· ·, ~.: ~~fit:, ._ ~~~ac!u~:1r:g\ ~=p:r~~:ret :i~~ 
t~~' .. . ~:. 
·, ~. ~ .... -..;:: ~ . / ... -·;., .. ..,. .... ,.· optimism. "We have a good 
~ :·"-·""---faculty and a good administration 
N:EaL MASSA and no un ique problems--·-at 
announced his decision to leave least none that cannot be solv-
on fairly short notice and Presi- ed," stated Massa. "The pro-
dent Whalen requested that he grams and fac~lty have develop-
stay on another year in fear that ed really w.ell. . 
they would not be able to find a The Busme~s faculty has Just 
replacemtent in time. completed _work on. a curriculum 
Massa admits that the job restructurm~, which t?eY do 
had its share of frustrations ?vei:y year, 1_n hopes of 1mprov-
.... . as any job does", but he feels mg the Busmess Program for 
things are getting accomplished. next semester. . . . . 
The major problem in the . a for the new d~rector 1t 1s 
Business School, which in now in still unkn~wn who will be chose_n 
the' process of being solved, Massa beheve~ that wh~ever his 
according to Massa, is the large ~eplacement 1s, he ~ill 1?ost 
number of students and the hkely serve as an Actmg D1rec-
shortage of course offerings tor also and "everyone will have 
. · input" in the making of the 
decision. 
Five faculty members and 'the group to make general and 
two students have been named to specific recommendations about 
the President's Task Force on the overall academic structure 
the Academic Organization of and individual components of the 
Ithaca College by James J. College. He indicated in his 
Whalen, president of the Col- charge to the Task Force that he 
lege. The Task Force will believed the College needed a 
consider the present academic more versatile and even more 
organization of the College and rigorous academic program; a 
how it might best be organized more clearly defined relationship 
for the future. between the humanities and 
Faculty members appointed sciences and the professional 
to the Task Force are Mary offerings of the College; a better 
Arlin, professor of music; Jona-
than Laskowitz, assistant pro-
fessor of sociology; Michael Mc-
Manus, assistant professor of 
business administration; Homer 
Merrifield, professor of physical 
therapy; and Harold Morris, 
associate profl!ssor of health, 
phy~_ical education and recrea-
tion . 
Student members appointed 
are Judy Elia, junior psychology 
major; and John Nader, presi-
dent of the student body and 
junior politics major. 
The faculty and student 
members join three members of 
,; ' 
I, 
Israel-Awareness Week 
the administration already ap- means of fostering the natural 
pointed to the Task Force by interrelationships between spec-
Whalen. They are _William A. ific academic offerings while 
scoones, assistant provost and retaining the integrity of those 
director of institutional researc_h; offerings themselves; and a more 
Carl Sgrecce, comptroller; and efficient utilization of the Col-
Matthew Wall, direc't-0r of ad mis- lcge's resources--hurnan, finan: 
Speaker Attacks 
by Peter Ajemian that 'Israel has been unjustifiably 
The United Nations is domi- charged, condemned, or censor-
nated by power politics rat.her ed for . many 'things, such as 
than universality. That was the 'interfering with .religious free-
central thesis presented by guest doms. 
speaker, Daniel Mokady, of the He cited that there had been a 
Israeli Consulate in N .Y ., at an flood of anti-Israel resolutions at 
Hillel event held in Textor Hall the U .N. in recent years. 
Tuesday night. Kicking off Mokady emphasized that his 
Israeli Awareness Week at Itha- chief concern about these resolu·-
ca College, Mokady addressed an tions, was that the Arabs, sup-
audience of roughly fifty people porting them ,llways have the 
that .was composed of more full support of the communist 
townspeople than 1.C. students. bloc nations, thus making it 
Following lecture was a lively impossible to expect votes to 
panel discussion which consisted ever change with the issues. He 
of c&mmentary from Politics charged the Soviet Union for 
professors, Ray Kaaret and Beau using horse-trading and pressure 
.Groscup, and History Professor, to force the smaller communist 
Glen Altschuler. countries to vote their way. 
Mokady's topic was "Univer- Mokady compared the smaller 
sality vs. Power Politics in the countries to "Marionettes" which 
U .N." Reading his carefully followed every whim of their 
prepared speech in a dull, leader; 
m·onotone delivery, Mokady dis- Voting has been conducted in 
cussed how Israel has been the U .N. according to corporate 
treated in the U .N. He argued · interests rather than on the 
'. 
~ions. Scoones w'ill serve as cial and physical. _ 
chairman of the Task Force. The faculty and student 
merit of the issue, as it should be 
Mokady stated. "The U .N. has 
been. a conglomerate of pressure 
groups," s·aid Mokady. 
Whalen anounced his plans members of the Task Force were 
to appoint the Task Force at a appointed from lists of nomina-
recent meeting of the College lions made by the Faculty 
faculty, and said he would ask Council and Student Congress. 
Jlsraeli W eelk Sched.ulle Mokady pointed out that 
many nations now belonged to 
different agencies such as the Thursday' Feb. 17th : Display of Israeli 
literature and Plant Sale in honor of Jewish Arbor 
LeagueofArabStatesorthe .he Day. 11:00a.m.-2:00p.m.Egbert Union. Proceeds 
Islamic Conference. and tnat 
some nations excluded from will go to United Jewish Appeal. 
Special Shabbat Service: Friday, Feb. 18th at 
these l!roups were virtual "ont- 6:00 p.m. in Muller Chapel. Student-led service 
casts" Mokady attacked the followed by Israeli singing, guest speakers, and an 
Arabs and their communist sup- Oneg Shabbat. 
porters frequently, saying thiJY S 
were unscrupolously using pow- aturday • Feb. 19th: Israeli Nightclub Night! 
Union Crossroads at 9:00 p.m. Israeli food, music 
er politics to achieve purely and wine available. I.D.'s will be checked. at the 
nationalistic goals. door. Admission is $1.00. 
Moderator Thomas Longin, Featuring: 
(Acting H&S Dean) opened the Larry "The Fein" Feinberg 
panel discussion by introducing Lisa Kohn __ songleader 
the three faculty members. Ray Cathy Solmasy 
Kaarat _ began by saying that Sue Ring 
Mokady "has the totally wrong Eric Roberts -- guitarist from the LC. Jazz Lab 
picture" of the situation in the 
U.N. He elaborated on his Mike Weinstein and Marsha Polenberg ·- Chassidic 
folksingers 
opinion that Mokady had over- Proceeds will go to u .J .A. 
emphasized the importance of Sunday, Feb. 20th: "The Black Banana" an 
the General Assembly. saying Israeli film. Acclaimed internationally, but banned 
that presently the power lies, in in Israel. A satire on Jewish-Arab marriages. 
the Security Council. Kaaret Admission ·· $.75 for Hillel affiliates and $1.00 for 
was pleasingly cand id as he said, all others. Proceeds will go to U .J .A. 
"You have not properly describ-
ed the locus of power." All the events are sponsored by the LC. Hillel. 
Professor Altschuler chose Hill-ell Fijm· 
to respond to a Mokady state- .ll. . .. 
t b t I l• 1 t· \ ..,-,t 1r1·("tl l<1ok · t J · I L,tlll' «·< ,1 11,1 111>1•., d1-,1· men a ou srae s re a ions · • · ,1 , (•w1, 1 .. . . 
with South Africa. Mokady hadaud :\rahir mon•,. in lh1· form of 1' r . 1)\ n·lagwu_~ hi.·tror·,. Bind, 
saidlsraelsingledoutfortra4inglkn llay(•(·.m·, film The Black Hanana 1' th •· lar,t l,r·..t madi· 
with South Africa while -Arab llanana: wall lw pn·..,(·ntl'rl h_v li-.1111r1· l•·ngl h r;1i11 t,, I,, l,;111111•«! 
nations have had even morellill<·I th,.., Sunday. h·hruar_v 20 111 that roiintn · ·1 h.· bra<•l1 
extensive. relations with-·S,Af_al H Pill 1n Ti·xlor 102. :--.:itional ('\~n,or iioard "' «·.., i1~1·lf 
a.., I h1• ~uardian of puhlir rnorah·, 
r1ca. Altschulel" said h.e \YaS Th<· public ha~ irivcn the 
,., l'lhll'~. ,111d relig-iou.., ,.,anctit.v and 
· "puzzled" by Mokady's justifica- 111ovi(• ~ood review~ and the ron ,irlen·d the Black Ban;na a 
tions for Israel, in this case, and French duily "Le Mondi·." call,~d 1 \ 111 ation of th1· a hove principles. 
that. Israel's lesser immorality th1• film ""'.ithoui. doubt. audac- !\clmi.,sion 10 the 1 :m is 75 
co~ldn't be overlooked either. iou., and definitcl_v original. .. a ('(•nt., for llil11•I Affiliate~. $1,00, 
Altschuler. expressed . the view powerful satin• of l'ertain accept-
continued on page'2 <•d l'U'>lOffi',." for all othl'r'> and procel'd!> will 
~o Lo thl· llnit1·d .Ji,wish Appt·al. 
~ o, , r, ~I A • r N ,t 1' ••• .,fl T..-J'f -. ,,r • fl U Ill & 
,Jthac~n 
Inquirer 
by Ellen Blickma.n 
photos by Audrey. Weiss: 
Question: How do you feel about 
the resignation of Aniello Massa? 
,., 
!t(~i-~l~t: 
David Sargoy, Business '79. I 
foci that Dr. Massa's resignation 
is for the best of the department. Kenneth Yale, Accounting '79. 
I feel that a new dean might be Since he wanted to resign; last 
better able to promote more year, and reluctantly agreed to 
interaction between the business stay on, he did not do as good a 
professors and the students. job as he probably· could have. 
,Executive:jBoard Statement,·., 
. . ~ .. 
.... 
. Election Tinie Approachin~ 
C. 
Wnnted: New Leaders 
Election time is rapidly approaching and 
nominations are now being accepted for positions 
on next year's Executive Board, Judicial Board, 
and for the Senior Class officers. The nomination . 
deadline is Friday, March 4, which is the last day of 
classes before vacation. All nominations should be 
brought to the Student Government office on the 
third floor of the Union, and interested candidates 
will then receive a copy of the rules for the_ election. 
Tuesday, March 29 is election day, and 
candidates will be able to campaign from 
March21-28. Tliere will be a campaign spending 
limit strictly enforced, and students are en-
couraged to keep their expenses as low as possible. 
Potential candidates are advised to discuss any 
positions they might -be interested in wit_h the 
people currently holding those positions. The 
responsibilities of the jobs may be somewhat 
different than you expect, and it will probab!y 
prove helpful to have an advance understanding of" 
the pros and cons involved. · 
The Student Bill of Rights 
The Bill of Student Rights is now in its. earliest 
stages of organization, and its format is already 
being expanded. Whe·n the Executive Board 
announced its intentions to draft the Bill last week, 
:tire proposed format, wa~ limited to prevention of 
racism, se_xism, and discrimination agains~ gays. 
Since that time several additional areas of concern 
have been brought to the Board's. attention, 
including protection for religious- and ethnic 
groups. 
There is still a great deal of work to be done on 
this project, and the Board ·needs your help. If you 
are concerned and would like to assist this effort, 
please call 274-3377 (x3377) and ask for John 
Nader, Bruce Holcomb, Rob Taub, John Giordano, 
or Mark Engstrom, or stop by the Student 
Government office. 
Renovatinl{ The Zoo 
By Timothy Callaghan 
The battered and weary tow-
ers are in for an internal face 
lifting. It will probably consist of 
renovating one tower, terrace 
six, and possibly the other 
tower, if finances permit. The 
building changes will be designed 
by Bob Fricsh, the same archi-
tect who worked on the renova-
tions in the Lower Quads. 
of Residental Life, decided to go 
ahead with some badly-needed 
dorm alterations. The surplus 
could only be used for this 
purpose, according to the con-
tract so there caJ} be little 
question on priorities. 
often irresponsible impulses of 
the freshmen would be temper-
ed. At the present time, the 
East Tower is 88 percent fresh-
men and 12 percent is mainly 
housing staff and their roomates. 
The money for the renovating 
Leslie M D Id . , ' will come from the "Reserve 
"H f ,t ona • Busmess 79. Robert Marakovits, Accounting fund", a fund which the collegbe 
rei~::a~ ih ~ ~ew ~ean w~II '80. "I think that it is time for a is required to pay into each year. 
"We recommended to Presi-
dent Whalen, the next direction 
to go would be the Towers", said 
Runyon. The housing director 
deemed the move necessary 
because of noise, size and dam-
age problems. 
Proposed ideas would include 
moving the lounges to the 
opposite sides of the Tower. 
This has worked out very well 
with the few floors already 
changed. With the lounges not in 
front of the elevator and not 
opposite the other Tower, people 
find the lounges more "useable". 
Also, the temptation to throw 
objects out the windows and to 
steal furniture is greatly lessen-
ed 
Runyon spoke of purchasing 
some new washers and dryers 
(dryers which won't cost 75 cents 
to dry your clothes!) and c·entral-
izing them in a certain location. 
This would increase the space in 
the bathrooms, as the washers 
and dryers are currently located 
there. 
The lobby areas might be 
re-designed to accomodate some 
student-type services or busi-
ness concerns. Much like the 
now-defunct record store. He 
also offered the idea of having an, 
exercise room in which students 
could vent their energies in more 
acceptable means. 
e ~ usmess mternship change because the business The fund was part of the 
prog;am which I think would be department leaves a lot to be agreement reached when the 
an a vantage to_the students." desired. If the.re were better college borrowed money to build 
leadership there might be im- the dorms, from the State 
_ ,, : provements, such as offering Dormitory Authority and th_e 
·-;:;-:· _> - degrees in more specialized fields Federal Agency, Department of 
_,. ,,,,/. ft d" H . , ,, , o s u ousmg and Urban Develop-
ment. The reasoning behind the 
fund is that these buildings we 
live in are still not paid off and 
are not un~er college ownership. 
These agencies hold the mort-
gage, and if for some reason the 
c·ollege became bankrupt · and 
, •.·,, . closed down, the money in the 
f ,\ _. .,1, ,-:"~ fund would ensure the buildings 
There is also a desire to 
create some single rooms on the 
floors, which might "decrease 
-the density" of students (pre-
sently there are thirty per floor) 
and retain upperclassmen as 
residents. It would be expected 
that with a greater number of 
older students, the ,wild and 
At the present time, all of 
these proposals are still under 
consideration by the architect 
and Mr. Runyon. Contractors 
will be here during March 
vacation to study the proposals 
and estimate the costs. They will 
then submit bids and await the 
approval of the Board of Trust-
ees. If these summer renova-
tions are as excellent as those in 
the Quads, the Tower residents 
will surely be in for a treat. 
Davl.d \;Jy " .. :,:. _ r,··,-.~.-... -.·; .• '· .• ' ;!;' i. maintenance. Due to a surp_Ius in Kluger, Business '80. · Y. h f d 
l·.i :'. __ -'~\~/ }"~(>1 t e un (pr~bably due to mter-"Business professors usually . ,· .. L /' , .. - \ ): est) the president, after consult-
•. don't stay here very long. It : \ 1. . , - .; .. }'f:.;{\At ing with Don Runvon, Director seems that they don't have a ,iJ!' • i!. , ... -,~~;, .. :~'!.!, • 
very high opinion of the business Kandy Heimler, Business '79 and 
school." Rob Schwartz, Business '79. 
"Why did he resign?" 
Bruce Ganin, Business '79. I was 
really upset because he was 
going to help me get a job 
through a student exchange 
program." 
Gary Kerper, ·Business '80 and 
Heidi Shikowitz, Accounting '79, 1 
''We heard he was inte·nding to' 
leave, that it was just a matter of 
time, but we know nothing about 
the reasons why ... 
000 ,U .. No Not Helpin~ Israel 
continued from page 1 
that the "most crucial dilemma is and several good topics arose in involves the Arab's refusal to 
nationalism itself - nations acting the discussion. One viewer asked accept a Jewish state of any kind 
in th.eir own self-interests." On worriedly if he should assume existing near their land. Due to 
that note he said the U.S. had from the evening's discussion, their religion (Moslem) and the 
been the virtual "dictator" of that the U .'N. was a useless body culture they have, they will 
world politics in the U .N. for a that should be abolished. never compromise and co-exist 
long period and that many of the Mokady replied that it did still peacefully with Israel. 
political maneuvers· which Mo- serve a limited purpose. "It is Jimmy Carter's Mid-East pol-
kady had accused the commu- still a debating place - but the icy will not provide an answer. It 
nists of, the U.S. had been guilty debating doesn't make much will be basically the same as the 
for years. sense."$ · past policy, only the style will 
Professor Beau Grosscup A humorous moment arrived change. 
pointed out that the idealistic after a person asked an extreme-
goals in its charter had never ly long-winded question, and 
come close to becoming realities. after a few seconds, Beau N D Ir E 
He said it was "naive" for Grosscup said "I think I can ° Do 'Lto XeC§ 
Mokady to think that the U .N. answer that question" -and pre-
could have universality. · "It's a ceeded to pause, drawing laugh-
power forum,-it always has been, ter from everyone, 
and it always will be." The tone of the nights discus- , 
After jotting\.down notes• sion regarding the U.N. was 
while listenmg to the faculty cynical. The consensus of the 
comments, Mokady addressed speaker and the professors was 
the main point raised by Alt- the the U.N. is at a road-block 
schulerand Grosscup that power· where political interests will 
politics are inevitable in the U.N. continue to out weigh construe-
He conceded that it was impos- tive international policy-making 
sible to change the si~uation, but for the benefit of all. 
said that although· he· may be The speaker· expressed even 
naive in wanting something greater pessimision when ques-
better, it is useful to have ideal tioned· on the· future of the 
goals as he does. israel-~rab_ conflict, just before 
Moderator Longin opened the he left .. He said the conflict will 
qu~stioning up to the audience never end since the core of it 
Here Monday 
Four NBC Television Network 
executives Ted Nathanson, Don 
Ellis, Allan Connal and Jack 
Weir, will spend Monday, F~b-
ruary 21 on the Ithaca College 
campus lecturing and holding 
seminars for · students in the 
School of Communications. 
Three of t~e four are parents of 
Ithaca College communicat,ion 
students, 
The executives will me~t with 
students In TV pr~duction and 
directing classes. · _ 
" 
~ .. .,... ... ' 
. >: ..• ·]Jt~':sag~,'·\}f:SAGA 
By_ Preston ~tewart ---req'!Jirements. - There's a. huge ·line to bus trays The new ser\'.ice, __ Catering Man-
. · . -··so why are you paying so and.food runs.out quickly. If the agment Inc'orporated, CMI, did-
In November of 1~48 Hobart.. much money while the food and staff isn't on the ball, it can rlelay n't live up to the expectations of 
College was having \rouble with service is so poor? As one things even more. students or administrators, and 
their food servi~e· corpo'ratio~. cafeteria manager put it, "people A special food committee, the next ye·ar the school returned 
"1'hree students - asked if-they expect this institutionalized food made up of Lattime, Business to Sag'a.. · This must say some-
coQld ·tak~ over the ·business of to taste-- like -mom's. It's tiever Services Director, Bolo Howland thing for Saga; especially since 
. serving food to the school. The gonna be that wa,y". What Saga and 10 students, has been set up Saga now has some of · the 
school let them, they did a good is giving us right now is about as by the busi_ness office to give elements that attracted the 
job and the Saga corporation was good~as you could hope it to get. student feed back in what _can be school to CMI in the first place; 
born. · _ Lattime_.says, "If I could satisfy done·for better service and food. for example, vegetarian food, 
Today Saga is a multi billion 80 percent of the people 80 It. was a food committee of this salad, and sandwich bars. . 
dollar corporation. They serve percent of th~ time I'm doing kind lhat decided. to have Saga Saga's main complaints in-
3~8 colleges and uni~~rsities, 90 alright". There is -no ·way the stagger 'its cafeteria hours t6 volve student waste, theft, and 
health care centers·, and about food is going_ to ta~_te like home's enable_ students -t_o eat dinner apathy. This year $20,000 worth· 
100 businesses across the nation. of china and silver has been 
The corporation is now broken stolen. A high number of trays 
-into two· compahies. One _com- dissappeared once the traying : 
pany is in charge of Saga chains· ·,. ,'.'}.·~:, >u season started. Lattime says. 
of.steak and pizza houses across······<·//' '. "there is no reason why 10 
the west and the other is in ,·.-"" ·'. _ " napkins should be taken or full 
charge of foo_d services. - · ; ' :' ~ ~-,::. \,,,;}J1.-, , ._~,.:,. (.' glasses of milk should go down 
Saga is still growing. . - .' · ·, ,· ,i.-;)\\( ,H .. ·-., ::t the tubes." As a matter of fact, 
According to estimates the ·cor- ,"': · _;. ·· :fif- ':,- the waste problem is the main 
poration made about $7,200,000 . "''.. ') il~l . , reason why you can only get one· 
between July, 1975 and June, · '·- _ portion at -a time. Stealing· 8 
1976. Out of the $924 for _board, l.~-;·.::::.l bagles at brunch or sneaking a 
you: spend per year about one . 0_,r:..- V\:: ':\ friend in is not helping either~ It 
third goes to the school to pay for 1· -\l;-_/;''7··· is the student who pays for it. 
heating, el~ctricity, mainte . · ·· ~a_L r.;;;::~~·~ Saga doesn't make up the 
ance, etc (smce the sch9.2!.J>wns 'l.~ --..: -- "'"""'=-~ difference. The amount lost is 
the dining halls and t~quip- ,::;~r,~:b_ .. , --- simply written up in next years 
ment). Of the remaining, two - ·-~~.::;;.~i;,,e.,,, :·"'··.~·'" · expenses and the student is· 
thirds 51 percent goes to pay for ~-~.. charged that much more. 
food, 38 percent goes'to labor, 8 ~":;:-,---:---,,.._ Both the business office and 
- percent goes to miscellaneous ' · Saga are looking for feedback. A 
- expenses, 1 percent for adminis- Photo by Frank Sellers sign was in the 'terrace cafeteria 
- trative charges, and 2 percent is and there· is no way everyone is from 4:30 to 6:45. In 1972 a food for three weeks asking for, 
left for Saga's profit· before going to be satisfied. committee and the ad'ministrta- students to meet once a week to 
taxes. Service seems to l:>e the tion, of course dedded to leave discuss improvenu:nts O.nly one 
Many people seem to believe main problem with Saga~ A Saga and try a new food service. Continued OD P•·15 
that Saga has !'-: B, or C meal 'iu~vey was taken in each cafet-~~ ...,..'>"'->..-::, -~-~~-~~_.,,~1-
plans .. They don t. S_aga- makes eria for three ~ays la_st semester. ·! Eat OU r ~irloin . 
up a different plan with each of Results. which will be made _ - _ 
its custom~rs. The Ithaca public next week, seem to point; then shake your ru1np I 
College pl_an calls for steak and to service as the students main I 
Th,1t's right ,·at at out plare and then 
roast beef once a week and a dissatifaction. The way food is 0301.,, th,· night away at Th .. North forty 
special night once a month. The set up is one problem. Students itill ,1·ronds from 01,r l•ack cloor) ye,u'll eat 
plan then g;es into fur~her get their hot food first an_d by the ,um,• or tht> h,•,t stt•aks around and enJoy 
details, basically breaking down time they get their drinks and sit th'' 1"'st ,!i,ro ilancin!I' th is side of New 
)'ork. Hl·St of all th,• (OVC'r chariw IS on 
each meal of the week. · What· down,_ the food is_cold. _It_would _ t)Q'\ ~ 
_!thaca is getting ·is probabl~·the· mak: ·more -sense if silver ~as : ·The Golden Garter ~ 
mo$t you can gH for. the money placed at the very end of th.e !me 1 • ~ 
'you are paying. The more money 'instead of the begining. There-ar ,..,.- Restaurant Fol'RC'~Prva11ons273-256fi? 
that is paid the more you get. e times of '~heavy traffic'.' like_ a ~~~~
Hypathetically, iftl_!e.boai:d price weekday lunch in the union. 
was raised ·an·other 20 dollars, __ _,;;... __________________________________ ""'I 
that might be- enough for two 
steak nights ·a week. But the 
problem is trying- to keep the 
· board pric_e steady whiJe food 
prices-go up. A few years ago 
Saga used to offer prime ribs on 
Wednesdays and lobster on 
Satur~ays. If ·the schoo! had PRESIDENT'S BIRTH-D' A'° 
continued this they· would have , _ - . . __ . _ llJ' 
had to.-raise the boar<l prices in sA· LE 
proportion to the price rise of 
lobster· and prime .ribs. So, . 
instead; they- substituted roast 
'-be"ef and steak. Today soy bean -Thursday 
is added to food like.meat loaf or . : ,,, . , _ 
s-loppy joes. This ~s another_ --- , 
cutback m;ide to keep board! ' ·pr-·d·' a' y s· at rday 
--prices clown. If the college . I -_ - I . u -. . . 
- wanted· 100 percent. meat in its 
meatloaf they wo_uld have to pay & M d I -
for it: According to Saga's- Ithaca on ay 
. College food services director, - 8 
. Roy La time, the soy -is govern- Entire·· -stock ·of lad·1es' ·coats1 
·-ment inspected and doesn't re-
. ~UC~ . the nutritional' quality . of including faiilwear. · UP to 60% @ff 
the food. . -- · 
;-Lattime says the food we eat . . Fall, ·Winter & Holiday 
is . government top quality,- ' ' . . -
Saga's meat supplier, Swift and' pantssuits,· dresses and wardrobers '½ IJJllriC®_ 
~°::is~ny • ~~~ucisasu -~is ch;~: _M~sses & ju_n~r sweaters, wint~ stock 
'specifications, that Swift- and _.,.-en. 'S dr,GSS, k .. a. 8 .,..0rt·. -Shirl& 
_ Comp.,my has to meet. Although "' ... ., .. 
'it may ·look-so, no food is taken '.-a:· sweaters,-,s,~ect~ ·groups ½ price 
off_ the trays and used again... . . 
(mainly. bec_ause. _ws -~gain~t. the· . Group of men's s~cks, reg. to 1.25 
_ .... l_aw)._~ft-oversmthepanssuch.: · --·. _,.: _ .·_ . .. .· 
1
-._-. 
as vege~ali1~ are reuse~ in soups Group· of, men"s RQlyester slacks 
or spme other.dish the next day. · _. _ -, _ -_ 0 - _ • - - - - __ - _ • • _ 
: .. _-The ]!ienues· are i>r~ntecfin -,"lliiclerpanty" panty_hose, reg. 1.49 -
.. ·. C~lifornia -~ dieti~ianS' .. How.- .- · _;,: ,:_., _. : ·;· · _. · · -' . -.. ·. ··· .- · . . 
e~~~- it i5·11p __ tc;, the ~~u~~~t: to' ~---~--~, ... . uma::w.11••· reg. _13.00 
: mak~ · sure he eats a b11la_nced . . -·.-,·· . ·.. ·_. -·: · · _. -,: . ,· . _ . _. --- . . _ 
. ·mea1: : :According -fi>. ~~ga: .. ~~th_: :·Trav•Ler: llneri:_ luggagtt; reg. ·10 -20.00 
.5.0_0 
790 
9.99 
. the·maincourse.salads,_de~_erts;·i ... ····. _ .. _. __ :·, .-- .. ':·-·. : .. ' ·,_;- -_ · -
_, ·_-
7
and~-4~in~s- there -is: -~ore __ ih~n · '_ P1_t,at -•~ 1:989• •o. 4.0Q __ ... _ -1.99 
. ·eit~ugli ,of ~he_ nutr,1~u~~al __ ~aily:·. · .. _ ... ,.. ,.. · ' · - ... -- -
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P .. -· t ' art1c1pa e@ 
A-P-K-T-H-Y. All this talk about it is enough 
to make a person support it. The accompanying 
Comment section suggests ways to eliminate 
apathy on this campus. They're facetious: but 
tragically accurate. 
There is however one realistic upcoming way to 
battle the old man of inaction. Next Tuesday night 
at 8:00 p.m. t_he Community _ Councii will be 
m,,eting in;the Union Dining Hall. At that time, 
the 1977-78 budget will be discussed. Monday is 
the time for hard questions about a probable tuition ' 
increase, about departmental mo11:ey cuts, "and 
about other budgetary matters. 
The Finance Committee of the Board of 
Trustees is meeting today in New York City to look 
over the budget and the entire Board will vote , 
February 28 on final approval of it1ltat leaves next 
Monday as the rallying point for fiscal dissidents. 
If money's not your thing, Monday's Community 
Council meeting will also see a report on the 
1978-79 academic calendar (and an extension of 
Christmas vacation coupled with a shortening of 
Florida vacation.) Also, the Provost Search 
Committee is due to report on their progress and 
an ' amendm.ent to the College's governance 
document will also be discussed. 
As the commercial proclaims the "Apathy-head 
is dead." And it will be if people ·sieze this 
important opportunity to participate in their 
community. 
All-in-all, it's a question of dollars. 
ct(!)W~~~ . 
Hit And Runooo 
By Robert Taub 
,1,:v1•rybody is complaining about apathy 
lafl·l_v. Th<>rl' ar(• only a few ways left to motivat~ 
thl' .... tudcnt~ of Ithaca College. 
I. Cancel all "gut" courses, thereby causing 
an innP<libh• amount df protest from the student 
hody. (It. would also dissolve the communications 
dPpartrm•nt. l 
2. ~top all beer sales at the. pub. 
:t Ld Lou Withiam dedare martial law and 
Ir.\' to Pn fon·e a 10 pm. curfew. 
Ad ually. the student~ that aren't participating_ 
in .... tud1·n·t government and otht•r activities are 
..,mart.. l'tn a member of studl·nt government and I 
(·on~i,h•r it a trl'ml'ndous waste of time. There is no 
student power; it is almost impossihl~ to do 
anything ron~tructive through the confines of 
Strrdl·n.~ Cong-rl·ss. · 
1 t rh•d to gl't thl• Stucll'nt Congress to suggest 
to I hl· Community ('ounl'il that Wl' allow clogs on 
I h1· I.('. 1·amp11s. This would ht• for Garden 
,\partrnl'nt and off-l·ampus students only .. The 
proposal v.as voll'd down overwhl'lmingly ~.Y the 
( '011gn•s..... Thi• main rt•ason was that W(' would 
al\1 ay, lw sll'pping in dogshit and ruining our new 
g-111Ti loaf1•r..... Thl· othn rl'ason was that clogs 
\101ild run in pa1·ks and all:u·k hl'lplt•ss students 
and 11-al·hPI"..,. ('onsidl'ring thP pl•rmissiv(•n(•ss of 
toda., ·, r,1lll'g1·.., _\'ou'd think a ki<i would Ill' maturP 
1·11ough . In havt· a clog. 
l··;,r I lw ~al-.1· of 1•v1·ryoru•'..; h(•st l'ri1•nd--a littll' 
•Im: P\1·n·11wnl 111·1 l'r hurt an.vom•. 
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. Rea-Wakening 
By.William · McCluog, Finding time to be silent, and in silence, feel Life's 
Religl(!D '78 energies pulsating in, around, and through us,_ even 1_ 
Under snow that lies at least a foot deep on the in the midst of this Arctic winter. Centering down 
· Ithaca College campus, the soil is very slowly ·to that tiny flame that burns within each of us. In 
1 awakening from its state. of .. dormancy. Its some cases, re-lighting it. In others, beginning to 
life-forces are beginning to prepare ·themselves for fan it into a small fire that will begin to warm our 
impregnation, gestation, and the miracle of giving cold spirits. letting this warmth spread outward to 
birth to Life that happens -every spring. encompass others. 1, , 
Many of us are in a period of dormancy. The cold 1/z It is coming out of silence to sh-are our warmth ~f 
and the s~ow has us intimidated and we remain in Life with others. It is realizing that we are all, m .. 
our hibernated state. There is no place to go to some incredible, mysterious, joyous way, ONE, , 
warm one's body, and begin to re-vitalize one's with each other, and with the world round:a~o~t 
inner Life-forces. Unlike the soil, we can't seem to us. It is realizing that the flame that burns w1thm 
begin any type of preparation for spring's- coming us: burns in all beings whether human, animal, 
annunciation of l..ife. What to.do? How to go_about plant, or mineral; It is, an all encompassing Light, 
re-vitalizing our inner Life-forces? Whe're to that has given us Life. Let us begin to celebra~e 
begin? this joyous realization •. W, e are ONE, and ONE 1s 
Recognition of our dormanr state is a good wd -
beginning. It is consciously realizing that we are Silence, then sh~ring. Begin~ing steps toward 
asleep and want to awaken to Life again. It is the s_pring's annunciation of Life that will blossom a 
first step toward our being 'born anew.' thousandfold in Love . .:. 
0 • 
There Is An _Art .. Department· 
By .Laurie llosenblatt 
Art '79 
If you've ever noticed a building situated on imagine a music major buying his own· piano? 
the outskirts of the campus, in the grassy area The department consists of one corn.er for 
somewhere between the fo_otball field and the sculpture, a room for drawing, another room for 
baseball field, you probabty formed some hypoth- painting, and a closet-size room for graphics. The 
eses as to it's purpose.· Did you think that it : is· a building has a poor heating system so the rooms are 
garage that stores fertilizer for the beautiful usually cold. The number of desks in the drawing 
grounds in front of the science or the music room do not accomodate the number of students in 
buildings? Or was your guess that it is where the each claiis. Supplies like saws, and hammers are 
fountains which beautify the Performing Arts kept locked up and having access to them requires 
building, are kept during the freezing months? a key from the secretary. Most of the courses are 
Actually, this· garage-like structure is the art at least 3 hours long, twice a week. and there are 
department. Yes, Ithaca, there is an art no food or beverage vending machines available as 
department. in other buildings. 
Apparently, when this beautiful campus was The courses available are also minimal. There 
built, President Dillingham decided that there was are only four introductory courses consisting of 
to be an art department. A few good instructors painting, drawing, sculpture, and graphics. After 
were hired with the understanding that when they taking these, the student is ess_entially independ~nt 
arrived, there would l;>e a place for them to teach. with only limited guidenc1; (rotn a teacher. 
However, to their dislT!ay, it was decided that Appare'ntly, no one has t~ken a strong enough 
t~e art qepartment would be located in this int'erest to improve the department. Requests 
"shack." have been made to the administration -but the 
Rut does'nt it seem highly unreasonable that at situation (so I was told) is that a new building could 
a, school like Ithaca College, the facilities of the be built, only if enough money is donated. · 
music and drama departments could be ,so . I feel that 'Ithaca College needs an extensive 
,extensive and by the same token those of the art art program. It is the responsibility of t~e . art 
department could be almost non-existent? · dep·ar1.rnent, students and faculty, and anyone else 
The fatilities are rpinimal and ,practically who has an interest in art to make aggressive 
unbearable. The students can't buy all of the demands of the administration to give the art 
. necessary $Upplies and therefor«\ arc limited as to '·department the recognition and facilities it so 
what they can create. Supplies such as a potter's desperately needs. Only when this has been 
wheel, textile looms_, and printing presses are accomplished, can we consider.Ithaca College to be 
harcfJy affordable to individual :;:tudent. Can you well rounded in the arts. 
[lcm,J~(!4Q more· letters on paie 5 
' 
_Wornen~-~Just .Sexual C(!rnrnodities?· 
To the Editor: The promotion and publica- de"fend the right of men to exploit 
. I am writing in tion of magazines such as Hustler women by literally turning-them · 
response to an article in list is a direct statement on the into sexual commodities, in the 
. week's Ithacan; the .. Comment position of women as sex~al name of free speech. It seems:_to 
,section. The content and impli- objects in capitalist patriarchy. me that when we' talk about 
cation of the article disturbed me (male dominated capitalist econ-. freedom, we need to ask freedom 
and provoked the following criti- omy). While it is true that "no for whom and in whose interests. 
que. 1 one is forced to read: Hustler' the . That is to ask the question of 
The authors are, making a point . is that the existence and what gets published and- what 
common · liberal argument for circulation of these magazines does not. Absolute freedom of 
free speech which does not take affect all women's lives. How can speech is simply not a reality for 
. into account or. questi_on the we draw the line between th,e 'many pe~ple. Ideas which reject 
relations of power and patriar- sexual objectification of the or question the validity and 
chal (male · dominated power woman on the page and the·. n·ature .of 'capitalist' society have 
struct~re) society. Rob Taub woman on ~he street, at work or seri.ous difficulty in getting pub-
and l\11ke Sa_ul,er state that while in the' home'! R~pe manifest~ lis_hed. O particular co~cern here 
'"Hustler may be a sexist maga- - itself as a direct .fo·rm of this in is. the publishing of women's 
zinc people still have a right to that the rapist attacks _. and ·statements that speak· against 
print and read what they wish.'' concieves of women as objects to and in reaction to a male pow .. er· 
The problem here is that _Hustl!'!r be- taken (in this __ case forcibly) ·structure and wage laJ;u>r. ·Many 
is a sexist magazine, however this · sexual 'objectification is of-these women-cannot obtain a 
,. ~his is . no~ un1;1!iual_. • ~iven, the clearly the degradation of w·omen publishing . c<Jfitract : with the-
eon~ext .. of a sexist ~ociet;y~ ·which . by and for. ~en. .- i , • . ~ajor~ companies due to the 
_both these men take as"a. given. .. ~-The- remoyal·· of. _lluetler from content and -foeus· of their· work. 
~; It· is ·precisely oct 'the} backs -of the market. wilOri. no way change· It is ironic that Taub and Sauber 
. women that this literature (if .we this twjstedi definition of woman do not "concern themselves with 
. can~-ev~n call it that) 'is :produced as :solely sexual beings,. yet .to the denial these women's rights 
· ·and sold~ · · · - def~nd Hustte!'. and Flynt is to· · continued on page 14 _ -. _:: 
I . 
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'l'o tbe Editor: · ' · 
I have to this date declined their sons.and daughters here for schedule meetings with th~ stu- their own majors as follows: maUy are returned to the sender, 
to respond to _your frontal, unfair ·an admissions interview read the dents and solicit their input not October 1, Dr. Dyer, Ed Com and two were returned undeliv-
and unjust ;i.ttacks against ·the editorial. I· wonder· what they only on budgetary. matters but majors; October 25, Professor ered. ' 
School of Communications and thought' about the college their other ·issues concerning the _ Landen, Cinema ma}ors; Nov- In adc1ition, we had posted 
myself: ___ I have not responded children were considering. Sure- School of Communications. In ember 9, Dr. Ulloth, Television-- notices on '!Very bulletin board in 
becaµse I considered some of 1y there should be more account- fact the idea of the mini-courses Radio majors. In addition, on the Communications complex an-
your stories concerning the - ability to the Ithaca College·· was first suggested to me by November 4 Jim Loomis met nouncing the meetings. The 
School completely irresponsible; Community for the amount of 14 students in one of these sessions with radio · students and Paul department chairmen did not 
SOf!le of your_ reporters do not thou~and _ dollars which Ithaca and it has suggested to me by Smith met with television stu- forward individual letters but 
report news, rather they manu- College hands over annually to students in one of these sessions dents. On November 2, I met informed students of their own 
facture it! _·Besides, I was busy· the Ithacan in the · form of and it has been implemented. with the secretarial staff, and on meetings with posted announce-
campaigning fo:i;. another color subscriptions for everyone! Furthermore, students who wish October 6 with thE} faculty. All ments and announcements in 
camera! A word about .your stories to discuss something · with me this in the interest of explaining class. 
Your recent editorial re- and editorials concerning student always can, and they often do so. the budget and soliciting input. The above facts were pre-
garding stude11t apathy· almost input, or the lack of it, in the They do not have to wait for a Lest there be any misunder- sented to your reporter. They 
provoked me . to respond. budget process. I do not speajt forum. _ standing concerning the time and were not printed in your story of 
However, I believe Theresa· M. for the other deans but I know Last fall, I again scheduled place of the meetings with the December 9. ls it possibly 
Solomon's letter is last week's we all made a conscientious four meetings for our students, Dean, I asked my assistant to because the Ithacan deals with 
Ithacan sums up the situation effort to reach the students. I one for each class as follows: mail the announcement to each emotions rath~r than facts? 
quite eloquently. The only t~ing believe ours was one of the more October 5, seniors; October 12, individual student in the School continued on page 14 
I would like to bring to your successful efforts, which .you juniors; November 11, sopho- of Communications. I have been 
attention concerning that editor-_ have consistently failed to ac- mores; November 10, freshmen. assured by two different secre-
ial (February 3) is the fact that it knowledge. · Let's look at the In addition ·each of the three taries that they did so. I have no 
was quite embarr_assing to see record. It has been my policy departmental chairmen in the reason to doubt their truthful-
parents who had accompanied during the past several years to School scheduled meetings with ness. Undelivered letters nor-
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ATTENTION NUTS! 
The Bookstore- has gone _,ananas 
even.more 
letters on 
pal(e 111. 
0 
272:-7171 
with ·the coming off spring2 
They are getting rid of all their lemOIIISa 
BIG SALE!~ 
Frio Feb. 18th ONL V ii 
_from.JO= 4 
PS,- seniors ••.• 
let's keep· those 
cap antJ gown 
order$ coQling in!.' 
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•. The Ithaca Community poets, as 
part of its Spring Series of poetry readings, · 
presents Jennifer Humphrey. She will read her 
poetry on sunday (February 20), 4:00 P.M., at the 
Renaissance Boo~store. _ .. 
Ms. Humphrey is presently a lecturer in the 
English Department at Cornell University, where 
she attended their MFA Program. She was the 
recipient of a two year fellowship at __ the 
Privincetown Fine Arts Work Center, in Massa-
chusetts, and of the Academy of American Poets· 
Award. She has published in The Carleton 
Miscellany, The New York Quarterly, The Mill 
Mountain Review, and elsewhere. 
THEDAY • · Y TOOK 
ON THE ' 
REAL [~) . 
POWER 
IIITEL Y 11:115.111:30 
SAT;SUltllAr,tOO 
JANUS FIUI FIISTIYAL 
~- ENDSTHURSDAY--
~a'., SUMMER. NIGHT ~~~ 
-FltlDATAIU> SATURDAY-
"BLACK ORPHEUS" .7:1,a11:30 
START$ TOMORROWllto.._." 
W.ALt DISNEY 1', f=! . -i4 FRFJIKYJ:;. ~ .:~ AVOIB:I ---·r. 
• 7:15&11:1~• SAT·SUN MAT 1:111,GJ 
· Quality Custom 
Framing 
.The frame-Sho 
15 Years Experience 
414 W. Buffalo St. 
272-1350 
Tbe . 
. LUTHERAN ·cHURCH 
INVITES you TO 
SUNDAY· WORSHIP 
SERVICE. 
AT 10:45 AM •. _·. 
FOR RIDES FROM IC CAMPUS 
CALL 272-9873 AND ASK FOR SAM. 
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The· Crossroads-.-
.. 
"Spiri~wood" is a .~arefully crafte(i tangle ~r--. 
acoµstic guitarsr piano, harmonica, vocal. bar- .• 
monies; and smiles. Spiritwoo_d's ·music incorp- · 
orates a wide··variety of influe,nces, 'ranging from 
country-rock to blues to traditional English folk 
styles: . -
Their repertoire .includes their own songs, ·as -
well as S!'.!me strikingly original renditions· ef songs , 
both well-lufown and obse·ure:.W_hether a song they 
do is original or borrow,ed, Spiritwood gives to each 
a feeling which truly makes it "their own". 
. Along---with having played many of the college. 
· coffeehouses in. Central Pennsylvania, Lee and 
Larry have also performed in various coffeehouse, 
sh.owcases, arts festivals, bars. and hav.e appeared 
on network-affiliated TV. · 
Audiences· of all types have enjoyed the sound of 
Spil'.itwood. Their careful tangle of ml;!sic makes 
travelers of mere listeners--travelers ·pleasantly 
sated by tli.e journey to distant moods and places. 
"Spiritw.ood" will perform Friday, Feb. 18 from 
9-12 in the Crossroads. Admission is FREE. 
TILEYtt.le.l'-t,b.22,Feb.W.!.qB-TV 
- SPOT,- TGHT 7:aOPM. -
.I..Lf I NEWS SCENE Local, National, and INternational 
News .. 
F • h S t F b 19 8 ..,0 p M. h . 7:45PM -18
• a · ~,. :0 , • c annels 9, 16, 34, 36 ·1.c. CINEMA DEPARTMENT PRESENTS A 
Fish has fmally made ~he big time. He is the old Film by Van Weller 
guy from the Barney Miller show. This could be 
,the start of his down fall. It should be interesting S:OOPM 
. to wat~h though. . FOOD GLORIOUS FOOD Dean Keshishglou of 
Casablanca Sun .. Feb .. 20 1:00 P.M. channel 9 Communications Guests. 
. Wartime intrigue and romance hand in hand 
with Bogart and Bergman. If you like a good Love.' 8:30PM _ _ . 
Story and a tough guy this is the movie to-see. Best KF,:EP '[HE CUSTOMER SATISFIED Consumer 
picture 1943, a classic. · -. Oflented· · 
King Kong Sun. -Fe~. 20 3:30 P.M,,chattnel 28 9:00PM 
The original classic with Fay Wray, the Empire 
State Building and the King. THE NOTHING SPECIAL A composite of 
The Dirty Dozen Tues. Feb. 2211:30 P.M. channel. previous shows 
5,12 . 
A t W Id W .. . . h 9:30PM grea or ar II movie wit an allstar cast . 
on a suicide mission in occupied France. · · ALL KINDS OF PEOPLE Pizza Pi~ is the topic of _ 
TheParalax View Wed. Feb. 23 9:00 P.M. chii.nnel discussion . · 
5, 12, ·22 _ 10:00PM 
A go~d thrille: ab.o~~ an °r&:ani~ation named THE ITHACA COLLEGE DATING GAME A look 
Parallax mvolved In Political assmations. Warren back at last year's game of love 
Beatty stars as an Oregon reporter trying to find · 
the facts in the assination of a Senator. A good flick 10 :30PM 
by O?,e of the directors of "All the President's NEWS SCENE 
Men. '-, WEDNESDAY FEB. 23, 1977 ONLY 
8:30PM , -
'IA.TAT. . 
. ~\\t _.~ EJq:~ _ . _ 
0~ 702 Wilfow AvenueO.t\t~ 277-0800: -<I', 
ED COMM PRESENTS, .. ITBACA EDUCATION 
9:30PM _... . 
CREATIVE TOUCH ~rt oriented 
$.;."· iffi ~ 
lthaca~s Finest -Niqhtclub 
open every day 3prn-lam 
WED .. SINGLES NI-GHT 
MOST ·ORI NKS 75~ BEER·· 50¢ 
HAPPY 
HOUR 
- ,"';' 
EVERY-
DAY 
'3:-00·~.1:--00 
·i iw8VfE ~ANDS TUESDAY THRU. SUNDAY 
' - , - . . - . ... . 
' . 
· ·· i·: week· ~ .:a • ·.JI • "WHIZZ KlDD.S" " 
- . '. ,, . ,·. 
N~·~./ER · A-·COV:ER.·: .. CH·ARGE!* 
' ' ,,· ' • • 1 •• ' • : ~ -- ' ~ ~ ' • ' -
ililOW taking reservatiOIIS for SP8Ci.al.partJes 
. ' . "· ,, 
.-
_ CJ,u119 JJtee . 
AMERICAN . & . CHINESE REST AU RANT 
• COCKTAILS 
• ORDERS TO TAKE OUT 
124 CODDINGTON R'bAO-
-- _ --ITHACA, N. Y. 14850 
D ,._ 
TEL,. '(607) 273-1234 . 
o,~: uuH·t,. ,1n- c·,,11•1 !'i-\1\:Kt: 1111;1rr Tl 11, o\lo c 011111,c:111·'.vcn ... 11 
MAYE-R'S·: 
SMOKE.-SHOP 
Foot Of Aurora.~ St.reet Hill 
. -
-- . 
... - - .. - . 
A11 Srr-,_oker's ... Supp/!e$_· 
Paperbound ··Books. 
·:·Magat'ines-- . ! 
'•· 
-lV~U!spapers. 
.'• - • '\ I •• • • •, "\ 
'•.,. 
·, ·.,~·· ·, 
...... 
-- . 
•':: ... 
. ,:. 
'. -. 
Music Box 
Sixteen students ~~foring in Pianist Silsbee is currently he" will play "Suite VII in G . 
saxophone at Ithaca College will completing her doctoral work at minor" by Handel, · "Lento" by · 
take part in a.recital of music for iCornell University, where she Scott, two pieces by Albeniz, 
saxophone at -1 p.m. Saturday, ,has been a lecturer in music "Fantasia~ C minor" by Mozart 
Feb. 19, in Walter Ford Hall. theory. As a composer and and "Scher;a:o in B-flat minor" by . 
The p.ublic is invited to atteild pianist, who has been heard 'Chopin. 
the program, which is under the frequently in solo and chamber . Flutist Ann Jenkins and 
direction of mus,ic professor music concerts in Ithaca and assisting student instrumental-
Steven Mauk. elsewhere. Trudy Borden, who ists will give a recital at 4 p.m. 
Accompnied by Richard holds bachelor's and master's Saturday in the Nabenhauer · 
Hedges, David Dranchak, a degrees from the Eastman Room. The program consists of 
sophomore, will solo in Paule School of Music, has performed "Sonata No. 6 in E Major" by · 
Maurice's "Tableaus de Pro- as orchestral soloist in western Bacli, "Suite Modale" by Bloch, 
vence" and a transcription of New York and as a recitalist and "Duettino Concertante" by Dahl, 
Fiocco's ''Allegro." The Ithaca ~hamber musician in New York "Quintet for Winds" by Piston, 
College Saxophone Quartet will ,City and other areas of the state. "First Sonata" by Martinu and 
play "Sensitivity," a jazzy work William Youhass, percussion two short compositions by Villa-
by Christopher Dedrick. The professor at Ithaca, was formerly Lobos and Ibert. Miss Jenkins, a 
newly formed College Saxophone a timpanist with the Memphis sophomore in the School of 
Ensemble will be heard in two Symphony. He has appeared as Music, is a pupil of Joyce 
works arranged by Ithaca Col~ a recitalist and in _ chamber Catalfano. , 
lege freshman saxophone major, groups throughout the United Elaine Grossman, oboe, and 
Jamal Rossi: the Prelude from Sta!es and Canada .. _Engaged in a Ellen Shapiro, flute, wilJ present 
Mozart's "Eine kleine Nacht- va~iety of enterpr1~es, he has a joint recital at 1 p.m. Sunday 
musik" and the first of three .recorded for Columbia and Capra (Feb. 20) in the Nabenhauer 
"Gymnopedies" by Satie. ,Records, has had several compo- Room with assisting instrument-
Members of the ensemble will 'sitions published by M.M. Cole alists. Miss Grossman, a pupil of 
also play excerpts from Handel's and builds marimbas. Dexter Peter Hedrick, will perform 
"Concerto Grosso in C Major," Dwight, a sophomore in the "Concerto for Oboe" by Cimar- · -
Walter Hartley's 1975 "Octet for [thaca College School of Music, :>sa. Miss Shapiro, a pupil of 
Saxophones" and the "Chorale- has studied percussion. at the. Joyce Catalfano, will play "Suite · 
Rhapsody for Saxophone Quin- !Saratoga Summer Festival and for Flute and Jazz Piano" by 
tet," a work -newly written for plays -with the Cooperstown Bolling and "Volute and Ronde!": 
the Ithaca College saxophonists Summer Opera Company orches- by Salzedo. The two sophomores · 
by C.L. Mais, a composer tra. He is timpanist with the will appear together in Handel's 
currently residing i'i_lthac·a. recently formed BC Pops Oreb- 'Sonata in D minor" and "Duo for 
•. •stra of Birro-hamton Fl t d Ob " b G' t A concert program for pianos · .. .,, · _ u e an oe y mas era. 
and percussion, postponed from A variety of free public The role of women in the field 
Jan. 30 because of the heating student recitals will take place at•0 f instrumental music education 
emergency, has been reschedul- Ithaca College Friday through is the subject or"a lecture~discus-
ed for Friday evening, Feb. 18. Sunday, Feb. 18-20. sion which will be held in Room 
The performance, by pianists The weekly program, schedul- 201 'of Ithaca College's Walter 
· Ann Silsbee .and Trudy Borden ed for 1 p.m. Friday in the Ford Hall at 7 P.M. Wednesday, 
and percussionists William You- Nabenhauer Room, will consist February 23. 
bass and Dexter Dwight, will be of brief selections performed by Mrs. Arquit, director of the 
presented, free of charge, in Dan Martin, trombone; Michael band and instrumental music at 
Ithaca College's Walter Ford Graziano and David Dranchak, Mass·ena Central School, is presi-
Hall at 8:15 p.m. alto saxophone; Nancy Veres, dent of the Women's Band 
The recital is comprised of .piano; Sally Cole and Susan Directors National .Association. 
two works: Bela Bartok's "So- 1Daniels, flute; Pamela Wanner,.she is an alumna of Ithaca 
() COllltng 
C> 1977 Twent,eth Century-Fox ~" 
ITHACA 
24 HOUR 
MOVIE·PHO~£ 
257-27u0 
· nata for Two Pianos and Percus- Kevin La Vine and Carol Downs, College, where she earned both 
sion," which dat1:s from 1937, bassoon. They are pupils of Allen her undergraduate and master's LJ.NLJSLJAL GIFTS 
and George Crumb's "Makrokos- Ostrander, Steven Nauk, Mary degrees in music. 
mos iii," subtitled "Music for,a Ann Covert, Joyce Catalfano and The Wednesday program is 
Summer Evening." The latter, Edward Gobrecht. under the auspices of the col- ·the iron Shop 
which was writ_t_en for the same Robert A. Scrimale, a junior Jege's student chapter, No. 219, th 
unusual combination of instru- majoring in applied music and of the Music Educators National 'ii;'i.,;e;..;C~O;.;ffl;.;,;.;,ffl.,..O._n_s~--~----~---.a•~ 
ments in 1974, utilizes special music education, will present~C11oiiniifeiriieiiniiciieii. ••---••••-•-•mi••••••••lll!I•••••••• ... effects such as plucked piano music for piano and harpsichord"" 
strings, bowed percussion, Tib- at 3 p.m. Saturday in the 
betan prayer stones, mbira and auditorium of Walter Ford Hall. 
occasional whistling. A student of Mary. Ann Covert 
~'RALPH''1N CONCERT 
WED. FEB. 23 
9-lpm · 
YES, YOU CA~ DANCE! 
NITE ,COURT: · 
215 N.AURORA . . · . 272-3222 
. ~ ..... ~ 
,,. 
', ·PURITY ICE CREAM·· 
Ithaca's 
oldest Homemade ·ace Cream. 
Since1936 
"We use only fresh cream· 
and natu~a·I fruits anq flavors" 
Socia· foul'.ltain & t~keout -Service 
. . 
- . 
and try Purity ice--cream at Lick-I~ 
located in--the West Tower 
On. Rt~. 13 (Meado~ ·st.) 
' : 
s-. bloc,ks north of·State St. -. 
S.A.B. Presents 
·FLORA 
RHETA. 
·scBREIBER 
Professor, Writer 
a.ad Aulllo:r ol 
''SYBIL', 
Thursday, Febo I 7 u 191? l7 
8:30 )Pama 
Union Cafeleria1 
. Free Jldmissioza 
,. 
'l'be Jtbac11n, l''ebruary l'I: '1'9'/'I p'age l'.S. · 
0 Say Can You SeeeeeD,ouhle? 
By George Meredith 
When we picture our colon-
ial forefathers, we tend to fall 
back upon the Hector Heathcoat 
stereo-type that a myth-happy 
media has supplied us. The 
Puritans. among other colonists, 
are pictured as a wholesome, 
sinless folk that are incompara-
ble to our own alcohol-oriented 
society, Wrong! ThePuritans 
were the first distillers of rum 
in America. They were very 
hard drinkers and could easily 
have put our best tipplers under 
the table. In 1630, John 
Winthrop, governor of Massa-
chusetts Bay Colony of seven 
hundred Puritan settlers, wrote 
in his journal that he had 
observed that "it was a common 
fault with our grown people that 
they gave themselves to drink 
hQt waters immoderately." 
Many colonial laws called liquor 
"the good creature of God" and 
both sexes and nearly all ages 
drank it often. During the last 
half of the eighteenth century, 
drinking distilled spirits was in 
fashion and the colonists seldom 
went for more than a few hours 
without a "refresher". Babies 
even got into the act and were 
quieted with a mixture of rum 
and opium. Non-drinkers were 
regarded as "crackpots" and 
socially avoi_ded. In fact "the 
prosperity of New England, 
especially Rhode Island and 
Massachusetts, was founded . 
upon rum." 
• 
FIRSl 
~SSfMBi.V 
OFC'iOD 
520 W. Seneca St. 
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Little Bhw Bus , A·1 
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Flue Pole 9::Jo AM 
.Sunduv"' 
SlnVIUS 
~unday School 9:ls a.m. 
Morning Worship 11 a.m. 
Evening Service 7 p.m. 
l)o l'ou K nou· 
(.'/,r~i-Or ./11."t 
Alw~ll 1/im'! YOHO HO! 
The most abundant and 
popular liquor of the colonies was 
rum. It was first imported to our 
continent from the West Indies. 
. ARNOLD PRINTING 
CORPORATION 
FOR ALL YOUR 
PRINTING NEEDS 
B.ETTERP,.ESS ·a OFFSET 
(607) 272•7800 416 E. State St. 
Ithaca N.v.· 
-~ 
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· was a summer drink made by 
mixing expensive wines such as 
madeira, canary, port and mala-
ga with mild and sugar. The 
higher classes also drank a great 
deal of mead; a fermentation of 
'honey and water. Another 
favorite, metheglin, (not a hallu-
cinogen) was· made from honey 
and yeast. 
The lower classes and slaves 
brewed their own Jersey Light-
ning, better known as applejack. 
However, their favorite poison 
was gin. Gin was then extremely 
cheap and· of a much higher 
proofage than today. It was 
popularly called Strip and Go 
Naked or Blue Ruin and sold for a 
few pence (4 cents) a quart. It 
was often mixed with beer or a 
raw, cheap rum called kill-devil. 
The blackstrap was a common 
concoction made by mixing rum 
and gin with molasses. 
Cider was the second most 
popular drink of the masses and a 
However with a rise in tne The mixture was prepared by cider press was common on 
importation of suqilus mosasses, stirring it with an red-hot iron every colonial farm. The exten-
our forefathers began distilling poker called "a loggerhead". sive planting of apple orchards 
domestically on a large scale. When the mixture boiled; it was on the new continent (The apple 
Suddenly, rum became a desired ready, It had a bitter, burnt was not native to our land) 
article of exchange. Dealers on taste and was extremely potent. brought a new fruit and its 
the African slave coast frequent- A mug of flip-usually varied from distillation, a new alcoholi.c bev-
Iy-preferred payment in rum to quantities of a pint and a half to a erage. Very little of the early 
money. Business meetings be- half gallon. More than often, a cider was used when it was 
gan and ended wit.h a slug of few rounds of flips would lead to sweet. Most people considered 
rum. "Grocers and other mer- a tavern brawl that - would the cider unfit for consumption 
chants kept barrels of rum on tap· undoubtedly involve the usage of until it became hard. The 
for customers who came to settle loggerheads as weapons. Thus harder, the better. 
accounts or make out orders. originated the expression "at AMEN. NOW LET US DRINK 
Town meetings and court ses- loggerheads". Rum slings and Strange as it may seem, the 
sions were frequently held in toddies were also popular - heaviest drinkers of the period 
taverns where everyone could droughts of the time. A rum were those of the clergy. 
stay close to "the sauce". sling consisted of an equal Ministers and. priests were re-
Lawmakers and judges were mixture of rum and water stirred known as the best "guzzlers" and 
infamous for boozing it up. An with sugar. A toddy was the often held gigiantic drinking 
old New Hampshire court bill same thing using lemon juice as contests "in the homes of their 
from April 15, 1772, reveals that an additive instead of sugar. , parishioners, at ordinations, fon-
day, the local judge consumed a STRIP AND GO NAKED erals and countless other reli-
bowl of punch, t"".o bottles of SILLIBUB' · ' gious meetings." Many preach-
wine and a mug of rum flip. Rum · . ers owned and operated stills and 
flip was the most famous of Althou~h rum was conside:- openly dealt in the liquor busj-
colonial drinks. It was made by ed- the umv~1;sal beverage m ness. Rev. Nathan Strong, u..-----------------------• com~~ning rum, beer and sugar. colonial times, it was especially. pastor of the First Church of 
attributed to the middle classes Hartford, Conn. in 1800, operat-
who drank it hot, cold, buttered ed a still behind his church. It 
and with sugar, or lemon and enabled him to combine busi-
water. The colonial high society, nesses as drinks were dow~ed 
however, could afford to vary before and after services by the 
their alcoholic tastes. Besides preacher and his flock. . In 
common rum mixtures, they colonial times, the pri!;!.cher was 
drank arrack, sillibub, mead and a man of great importance in the 
metheglin. A~rack was a distilla- community and "to offer him a 
ARE YOU RE.CEIVI.NG 
An ~t,haca College Scholarship 
ABEOG 
ASEOG 
A. NDSl 
1 
• 
~, 
• 
• 
C C C 
. ·A Guaranteed Student Bank loan 
College Work-·study or Campus 
Employment? 
1 
.. 
,, 
• 
Do you know th_at you:-have to file financial aid 
applications every year? 
Do you know the deadline for filing your 
. application is rapidty· approaching? 
. ~ . 
Call 274-3131 or stop by the Financial And 
Office for more information. 
, tion of rice and·molasses· import- drink was to show him JP'eat 
ed from East Indies. Sillibub continued on page 9 · 
G 
0 
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HOLY GRAIL 
The ~tbacan, February 1'1, 1977. page~.- . 
c .. Ameno Now Let Us Drink 
continued from page 8 
respect and esteei:n". 'lt 'ffl! . . - . quoted in.whiskey and it could' b~ that historians and psychologists' quency and extent of their 
refused it, it was considered aq BY THE DAWN'S EARLY... used as currency. ascribe to the heavy drinking of drinking was to grow and 
insult. When he . entered a OH, MY HEAD! In 1792, young America had the pioneers. Sorne attribute it eventually force Prohibition. An 
business establishment, he was 2,579 registered distilleries a- to the transference of Anglo-· early colonial poet wrote of the 
expected to drink as many toasts Indeed, the American pion-· mongst a population of around Saxon drinking habits to the New Englanders: 
as there were men present. eers were incredible boozers four million. The per capita New World. Others blame it on 
When he made a house call to "a that took to the new alcohols like ~onsumJ_Jtion of liquor was esti- the emotional impact of the 
member of the flock", he was a kid to a cartoon. In 1760, it is mated at two and a half gallons.· American Revolution. Some 
most always met at the door with estimated that the distillation of By the beginning of the nineteen- contend that liquor offered an 
a mug of rum. Needless to say, whiskey began and took the west th century, the number of escape· from the hardships and 
the local preacher would abstain by storm. The whiskey business distilleries had risen to 14,191. perils of frontier life. Whatever 
from making too many house boomed when farmers found that The per capita consumption the cause, our ancestors started 
calls in one day. If he did not they could transport,six times as triplecf to seven and a hall social habits that have been 
hold his liquor, he was consider- much grain in the form of gallons, whilst the population handed down from rum flip to 
ed a weakling and not "a true distilled spirits. In some areas, barely doubled. strawberry daquiri. The fre-
man of God." the prices of merchandise was There are many theories 
lPA~~[!)tf 
The President's New Ima~e 
· By Timothy Callugban on the Common in front of the Union, with the big 
When President. Whalen read the editorial in rock being reserved for his chair. He will be 
the Ithacan last week entitled "Inaccessibility in conducting his next six ·week's affairs from there. 
Job Hall", he broke down and tried. He was deeply Students are to feel free to stand around: either 
saddened and couldn't believe that the writer had cheering or heckling his decisions. 
criticjzed as "inaccessable", He lamented all To make the budget more representative of 
Thursday and Friday, crying on Walter Horton's ·student opinions, he will have tables set up in each 
terry-cloth suitcoat and refusing to leave the men's of the dining halls. There you can pick up a form, 
room on Job Hall's third floor. He wailed when he on Y{hich is a blank line where students may fill in 
read he was being accused of bungling the budget any amount they feel the budget should be. To 
last year; charged with secrecy in the firing with ensure proper handling, he will personally add time 
pay of former Dean of H&S Ted Baker; and of with his abacus. 
hiding all policy matters behind a veil (actually To curb charges of secrecy in his administra-
Borton's terry coat) of indirect lines of communica- tion, the president said that all members of his staff 
tion. will be required to wear red tee-shirts with the 
After having his Utopian dream of a college words Job Hall Staff on the front and their name, 
community virtually shattered, he ventured out of number and position on· the back. The president 
womb-like office and sought the advice of a person will wear a gold shirt, labeled Boss and trimmed 
who is-also faced with great responsibility but has a with ticket stubs from his recent trips to 
better image. Jimmy Carter. Mr. Peanut took him conferences. He will als~ carry a sceptor. 
aside and in a Georgfan drawl explained the shrewd And like Carter, he will have a hotline in every 
and convincing public relations techniques that dorm where students can, at any time, call him to 
made him popular. That was Tuesday. discuss campus problems or even a leaky toilet. He 
It was often sa i, that 
their only care, 
And their only wish, and 
only orayer, 
For the present world, 
and the world to come. 
Was a string of eels, and a 
jug of rum. 
The Of £ice Of Campus Activities 
Presents a Film Series 
Every Friday And Saturday Night 
At 7 & 9:30 :P.M. lin T-102 
ABSOLUTELY FREE 
This Friday and Saturday 
FEBRUARY 18 & 19 
6
'REBELLION'9 In accordance with his new media insights he further said he will shave each. morning in a 
called a press·conference_yesterday and announced different dorm to promote unity. He will also be 
some new cha!,lges. As of Monday, February 21, working lunches in the Union dishroom and taking 
the President will re-locate his entire Job HaU Staff temperatures at the Health Center each morning . ._ _______________________ ,... 
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WANTAJOB 
WORKING ·w1TH KIDS? 
• - I 
INTERVIEWS 
with 
. . 
40 Summer Camp 
employers 
.SATURDAY,. FEBRUARY 19th 
,-10am-3pm 
. - . 
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Sports At A Glance Women Pucksters Split Over Week 
Basketball [11-5~ Ith~ca lege Athletic Conference record three of eight remaining regular 
continued to win the close games to 8-2 with the two victories. season games. Ithaca's win over 
last week hy defeating Alfred Ithaca is currently second in the RPI was its seventh victory __ this 
54-47 at Alfred (Feb. 9) and league standings behind St. season in eight games decided by 
t•dging RPI 68-64 in overtime Lawrence at 9-2. The Bombers a margin of five points or less. 
here (Feb. 12). The Bombers can gain their first winning Forward Joe Casey (Hudson 
improvt>d their Independent Col- season in four years by winnin,I! Falls) scored 34 points to pace 
==========;:===;:=====·=====ii the attack against RPI. Casey 
d,_.4- 0. bl had 17 points in the first half and 
""' - ~s '3a; later added nine points in the ,:"/ 
~4( , ~ overtime. He scored the all•t. · ;:., .• •:\j 
. ~- A:~£~ Y".A important first four points of the~- ll~~t;.· 
1,-,,. , . -' ,,, overtime on free throws to put - ·· 
ll59DrydenRd. 
A Fl\ll MINUH RIDE I<; WOR fH 
: \OMEl HING EXTRA 
ANNOUNCING 
Our New Dinner Specials! 
THURSDAYS SEAFOOD NIGHT 
Fresh Pan Broiled Haddock 
Fresh ,Broiled Scalloos 
Steamed Alaskan King Crab 
Sundavs 
Too Sirloin Steaks 
this week's entertainment 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 
3.75 
5.25 
6.50 
3.65 
FRANK FRIESTEDT . 
EXCELLENT LIGHT ROCK 
hearty seasonal hot ·drinks 
generous sandwiches, snacks 
gin&tonics, bloody marys always .75! 
Ithaca ahead to stay. ·casey is 
the Bombers top scorer with an, 
average of 19.0 points per game. i ' 
In th~ Alfred game, Casey was,\ 
hampered by an injured ankle 1 '•• 
., . 
and scored just four points in the , ~.,. •,, 
first half, but guards Dave Pitzer· Photo by c\uck Rii;~ 
(Ithaca) an~ Jim Cuddy ('Y eeds- 'I;his past ·weekend was a busy had a good night in the net xur 
· port) combined for 23 pomts to one for the Ithaca College Ice Ithaca with 29 saves. 
spark t~e Bombers. Hockey Club for Women, and a Saturday, the club travelled to 
ThisWeek: Feb. l4 (Mon.)· successful one. The I.C. ladies Syracuse to blast their op-
at Colgate, 8 p.m.; Feb. 18 (Fri.) came out on the winning end of ponents by a score !)f 10-2 to give 
Clarkso~, 8 p.m. ; Feb. 19 (Sat.)· two of their four contests, the Bombers their largest mar-
at Hamilton, 8 p.m. beating Colgate University and a gin victory ever. Ithaca scored 
. _ Syracuse city team and loosing to· early in the first period and 
Jumor Varsity Basketball Cornell and the Ithaca Shooting never gave up the lead. Linda 
[11:11: . T~e Bombei;-s extended Stars. Wilcox played an outstandi!)g 
_their ~mmn~ streak to 11 games Last Thursday, the Lady Ith- game and led the Bombers with 5 
followmg wms at Alfred 9l-67 acans were overpowered by a goals. Cathie DeYoe, Donna 
(Feb.9) and 75-61 over TC,3 here strong team from downtow.n, the Glaser and Anne Cramp provid-· 
\Feb. 12). Top scorer for Itha~a Ithaca Shooting Stars, by a score ed the rest of I.C.'s goals, with 
m th~ two games was Ch:is of 15-0. Goalie Jackie Isgur Ms. Glaser and Ms. DeYoe 
LaCr~ix (W • Har~ford, CT) with continued to play a great game in scoring 2 goals each <l!ld Ms. · 
32 p~mts. Leading _scorers for the Ithaca College net and had 39 Cramp adding one more goal to 
the. Jayvees are Tim . Forbes saves in the game. make the final score 10-2. Jackie 
(Ellmgton, CT) _16.3 pomts per Friday night, the Bombers Isgur had 7 saves in the net for 
g_ame, Tony Smith (Poughke~p- won their second game of the Ithaca. 
sie) 13.5, Dave Demp~ey (Kmg season }?y defeating Colgate by a It was a different story . on 
Ferry) 13.0 a:nd LaCrmx 12.7. score of3-2. With 14 minutes· Monday .. night as the ·Lady 
• gone in the first period, Donna Ithacans lost a rough. contest to. 
This Week: Feb. 14 (Mon.) - Glaser, the teams leading scorer, Cornell by a score of 10-1. 
at Colgate, 6 p.m. ; Feb,. l8 found the open net. Colgate tied Ithaca's lone goal was scored by 
(Fre.) · Cornell,_ k6 p.m.; Feb. 19 the game with a breakaway. Ms. Linda Wilcox, unassisted. Both 
(Sat.) · at Hamilton, 6 p.m. Glaser came back to score again Ithaca goalies played strong_ 
continued on page 11 in the second period, unassisted, games in the net, and combined 
to put Ithaca back in the lead to their efforts for 34 total saves. · 
stay. Nancy Kimmerly clinched This weekend the Women's 
. - the victory for LC. by scoring at hockey club travels to Oswego 
ll!ICII 
the end of the second period, and will be playing on Saturday 
assisted by Ms. ,Glaser. Colgate at 2 pm. 
went on to victory. Lori Mike 
Rs Dffll ftDIII Cf G 
WILL BE BACK! 
oWHOLESALERS OF GOLD, 
SILVER, TURQUOISE AND 
D=ilANDCRAFTING M~TERIALSm 
TUESDAY _AND 
WEDNESDAY 
FEBRUARY 22 & 23 
. . 
10am-7Pm ·. 
EGBERT UNION CROSSROADS 
/ 
$TOP IN AND REGISTER FOR 
PRIZE ·GIFT TO BE GIVEN 
&WAY WEDNESDAY AT 4:00pm 
SHOWING THRU TUES. FEB.22-
·The Gre.-test Discovery of Our Time 
High atop a 
mountain In 
Eastern Turkey 
is-a giant 5.000 
year old wooden 
ship containing 
hundre~s of stalls 
and cages. 
IS IT NOAH'S AR!g 
~ . ' 
... 
~ .. W~)'.lter Sports -W(D~~ Nit~ Court Clar~fication 
contiriu~d from page._. . 
Men's Swimming (2·6]: - Women's Basketball (3·2Jr-Ith· 'Reprint from "Cornell Daily tend to forget that there are, complaints based on s'exuai pre- . 
Ithaca droppea a pair of meets aca·climbed above the .500 mark Sun" Monday, Felwuary. _14, people of certain ethnic groups fcn•nce, sexual orientation, or· 
against t~µgh competition·· last with a 60-50 win over Mansfield 1977) who consistently engage in · affcctional preference. This 
week asw it lost at Oneonta 73-39 State (Feb. 8). Dee Dee Mayes same-sex dancing and that there was co11eroo in complaints filprl 
(Feb. 9) and to--St. Lawrence (Keene, NH) and Sue Schneid ?r( 'fo the Editor- . arc peo_ple of ce~tai~ religious h_v some of the s.iml' (·om_plain-
83-27 here (Feb. 12). Ken Dinkel Interlaken) paced-the Bombel"s. I read with inter.est your · pt•rsuas1ons who. m view of the ants and \\ hich \\ en· dismissl'd 
_)Armon?c) was a winner in the 50 Mayes hit on 11 of 17 field goal editorial of February 9 entitled orthodoxy of their persuasions hv thl· Divbion at an earlier 
freestyle vs. Oneo_nta as was the attempts for a game high 22 "How Confusing" and dealing l'ngage in all-male or all-fema\,· d;1te. 
400..Jreestyle relay team of Bill points and she abo lt~d six steals. with complaints recently resolv-, · dancing, including in such danc- One can hl• ba fflt•d hv the 
Bolton (Freeport), 'Mike Quinn . Schneider scored-nine.points and ed by the Division of Human inK hand-hold_i_ng by pe?ple of ,the ,, ording of this dt•,·isiou if on<· 
(~uffalo), Frank Fitzsimmons set up numerous scoring cha;. ''i Rights: To correc_t the record.I ,an!e sex. Would it not be. i·hoi>...,Ps to be. I would .... uggp-;f. 
(Malone)' and Dinkel. -Dennis for Mayes on the fast break. wouid first Wee to say that the l11d1crous then to assume any- that the hest way to look al thi~ 
Mino j(Hartsdale) won the· one Rosalyn La Feve~ (Auburn) had Divisfon of Human Rights did not lhing about the people merely i.., to n•ad exactly what it stall'~ 
and three meter diving events 14._ ·points for. Ithaca in the fi11d prujable cause to believe . because of these ac!~vities? and to rl'alizl' tha·t the ai~n·ement 
vs.· ST. Lawrence. · victory. that. Nite C~urt ':; man0:g_em~nt The ~oint I am r_Pally trying nwans l'Xactl_v that. an agrl'e-
This Week: Feb: 15 (Tue.) - This Week: Feb. 15 (Tue.) at had engaged m unlawful discnm- to makt• ts that while some or mt•nt not to han on thl' hasis of 
at Geneseso,·7 p.m. Cortl~nd, 8pm.; Feb .. 17 (Thur.) i11atory practices against homo- most of the people who filed tht• :--i•x of the participants any 
" at Syracuse, 8pm. sexuals. Rather, the decision these complaints 'may b~ gay (I la•ha,-ior whirh is pl·rn1issihlt• on 
Wrestling· [3-7): Ithaca was to the effect that six people. helil'VC om• stated that he was thi• premi..,t•s of the Nile-Court. 
finished third in a field of five Women's Swimming [4-1): Ith- had filed complaints alleging ' not ga_v). the issue of homosexu- · 
teams at' the ICA:C champion- aca will host Cortland and di;.crimination based on sex and alit_v did not enter either into the Neal M. HoHman 
ships at RIT (Feb. ]2). The team Colgate on_Friday, Feb. 18 after further alleging that they per- romplaints themselves or the Regional Director, 
scoring; included · St. Lawrence a week off from competition. The ! cl'ivcd to be unlawful discrimina- dl'lNmination or the Conciliation State Divbion or Human 
106 points, RIT69, Ithaca 31.5, Bombers will be seeking a fifth tor_y practicl's. The decision was · Agrt•t•nwnts. The complaints ltighls· 
RPI 23 and Clarkson 12.5 .. straight state champions.hip later -that there was prob.i:J.hle c'ause to . wen· fill'd on the basis of sex, the m.n..•e lette~ · 
. Champ~on St. Lawrence had this month. h(•lievl' that those unlawful prac- _finding-s wpr1• made on the hasis VlL .a. o 
seven individual title_ winners This Week: Feb. 18 (Fri.) tict•s complained of had taken nf :-.l'X. and the results arc that all 14 
while RIT had two· champions Cortland/C_olgate,-4pm. . . place as alleged. Homosexuality p1·oplt• will he permitted to OR pa/{e 
and Clarkson one. Ithaca's top ' clicl not enter into the decisions. <'nKaKe in any permissible activi-. 
finishers were Marc Macaluso Women's Gymnastics (3-6): nor aid \ it enter into the til's on the pn•mises regardless 
')Fort Lauderdale, FL,) second Ithaca set several new team decisions. nor did it enter into of their st•x. The activit,y itself is 
at 158 and Bill GE!orge (Glenn -scoring~ records in a 134.80- : the complaints. 1 h1• al'tion, not thl' partner with HJ CKE Y'S 
Falls) the runner-up at heavy- 121.45 loss to Kent"',State -here - The corrt•ct interpretation of \\ ho111 ont• choo!.eS to perform the. 
weight. Third place __ winners for (Feb. 12) last week. In addition "hat the Conciliation Agreement a('tion. 
Ithaca were Ken Rohlfing (Ro- to a new high meet score, the means is based on a very simple \\"hill' _vou may feel that the 
chester at 118, Jeff Capogrossi. Bombers set a·new team event :md clea~reading of the agree- DiviJon in its ruling should have 
(Dry~_en) at 126,- .Jerry _Riso score in the· vaulting with 33.25 mcnt · without reading between dirl'ctl,v addressed the dilemma 
(R,re) ·at 134 a~d Ralph ·salem points. Individual high mards any lines or words. Part of the of cli~crimination hased on sexual 
(Hudson Falls) ~t 167._ Fastest .. were set by Winky Ward (Dar- .tKreem(•nt states, "All persons, prt'f(•rt•nct•, that dilemma could 
pin of the ·. tournamen~ was ien, CT) with a third in the n•ganlfess of sex, will be allowed not hl' faced in these complaints. 
re.corded by Riso iii his consola- vaulting with a 8.75 score, and a to engage in all permissible TFt1: Division clearly hasno juris-
tion - final. Riso pinned Jim second in the uneven bars with activitil's on the respondent's di(·tion at. this point to deal with 
201 S. Tioga St. 
-~Ithaca, N.Y. 
272-8262 
.~THE 
Music Store 
. Galarneau of Clarkson in 1:17. 8.45 points. Adrienne -(;orley rremises. No person because of 1 • • 
Ithaca lost its final dual meet at (Simsbury, CT) was fourth in the hb or her sex will be prohibited A~ j ATA t 
St. John Fisher (Feb. 8) before floor exercise with a new record from engaging in any activitiesw __ _ 
ending the season at the ICAC score of 8.3. Debbie Reich _on the premises in which any 
tournament. -,(Abington: PA) finished as _the other pl'rson is permitted to _ (i A rt DE H:,· 
Bombers top all-around scorer l'nJpgt•." This simply means that _ 
Men's Gymnaf.!tics !0-3): Ithaca against Kent . State with 29.25 Nit<.· Court'~ ·ma nNgement ,has 
lost -at Oneonta 108.85-86.40 l)Oints. agret•cl that if it allows people to. f n· ~s 11 ! J 
(Feb. 8) ·and-.again to Kent State This Week: Feb. 16 (Wed.) danet• <;ingl_v or with partners in ~ Tl l ~ ~ "-'T 
here 173.20-79.25 Feb. 12) last Cortland, 7:30pm.: Feb. 20 tht• Nite Court. it will similarly W . n ,\ ... ~ 
wee1i:. Joe Syage (Garden City) ,(Sun.) at Cornell, 2pm. , allow an_v person to dance singly 
'!VOJl the parallel bars vs. Oneon- PUZZLE ANSWERS or with- partner~ regardless of 
ta_wi~h a score of 7.35,and.Simon tht· sex oi tht• per;-son or persons 
Aldrich (Rye) ~as Ithaca's tQp involved. Unfortunately, we. L 0 B S JA L N A BA S H 
Chinese -American Food 
114 W. St~te Street 
p G E E AL OAF AS TO 
~ E .~ L RE p u TA TI 0 N 
p E T E N • GA T SH APE 
Cr, R 1/,,. T Pit E" E1 
CIA R T IE R CUD OIL E D 
J L I E NS BANE -o LE 
p 0 N;~ AN 
all-around · scorer _with 24.35. 
Aldrich was injured and did not 
compete against ·Kent State. 
Ithaca's top all-around score 
against Kent State was 21.15 by 
Steve Harvey-(Westboro, MA.) 
ThiE! Week: Feb. 14 (Mon.) 
Brocltport, 7 pm.; Feb.. 17 
(Thur.) .Cortland, 7 pm.; Feb. 19 
(Sat.) Can~sius, ·:2pm.; Feb. 20 
(Sun.) at Cornell, 2pm· . 
'Eiil 
'RI 
B E 
I N 
S C 
K E 
'TA ·l LS BR 01 NT TALE NT 
"s p ONO DEPEN D 5 
~ l G MA R I A. 
5 E I PAM S T 0 KE 
TE SIT I NAL I R AN 
AN IEIL 0 GE NE TS 
-m~it:1tu~~ 
-offering Sonday through Thursday 
- . Supper Menu · 
G S IAI I RED ·G L E E 
..... 
_-I is now 
m /fl~ ,.,/ ,~ 1.50 
... ----------------... m {f)'n«!m /Jlouft,~-J' <e~ 1.75 
·1SRAELI. 
. . - -
. NIGHTCLCJB-
·-NIGHT .. 
·UNION CROSSROAI)S· 
SATURDAY FEB. -19th 
·' . 
_ 9:00.PM ... - "_ 
ADMISSfON-·$1tOO · 
fil- 'eeku -~  . 75 
: W · 'ewme de ~ $o«k i.25 
··m-. lb"~ de f!il~ ~ on ~.oo 
I 
~~-8.0() 
~ @~ .. .;rauu 2,75 
~ (onwn) .J.qo_. 
W-~3.oo· 
·.Iii ~ (ffonialo. ~ <[:}adic) 3.25 
' . ._, 'eluun~- ( .Atad~) 3.25 
UI ~ <ewfie6: cg1~ s.oo 
Iii - /Yua4 2.75 
--, - .Alid (:Je~ ~ _f.iidLu)- s.-oo . 
: :Ffzec.ia~·:. If~,, tU1X f$wm~ ~ <kw.r:)_ 8.00 
9/J~-~: /.l'oaf/k' au Vfau»t. (fwu'e, de«,x) 8.00 -
· ·.. !J!e6 .At~ 1.75 ";, ' ' : 
.El ·-,&>~100 
evenings a 
< -• lsr~eli .Fbod, Wine, 
· And Music., -: ~- .-
m · _'t(__wnie 0Vfa'UMnd .75 
El Vfar~fftw;if~ .so 'e~ de "I/in Mouy,e <J!" ~7J/anc s.oo 
: -~.-. --Sponsore4' By Hillel-~ 
·_. ~L~A~h .. erge . .du -Cochon ~ouge 
, 
El 
m 
i 
a 
m 
13 
I 
i 
i 
Iii 
ffl 
1:1 
m·. 
m 
·; -~ fjJ~ .A'~ 7.50 
· · · R~staura._t Franca1s 
_ .. ·. -. , .. Pioceecis Will Go: TD .'l!I 1152:Tbe_ Danby .. Road Ithaca 273_-3464 
\/ '. ~qrtit~::-~~frAppeal ...• m A mile a~d a ~alf'SOuth of Ithaca College Rte. 968 
. <.~--,•,_•~:111·:::•::•.,•:.--••.• .. •, •,:•-_.11:-•·=·· _•,i!i.:•,.•-••--•-,•. _•.ii·:.,•:••. __•_.• ..• .. • ... ~} _ •1;31_1. ...EIG!5!5@EII . •Elr. IEll-.~11!1• . _MEI• 
7 
-~ 
I . 
.: . .-· >' .·~ .. :>_ :.- .. :> ' .. ::;:, . ,'. . _.;.,-
• ·~~-: :· :.~··;·~;. ,. -;. ; ·:. :::·. r.' -. • ~ ... 
• I 
. ' 
. )"' 
, > , • 
t:, .,;..11~•·11-~11 .• ,im,,..,~ 12· 110c:cwco.a : ~-· -,- ---- -- ; 
Right y OU Are 'I.f rou Th_iJJ,k You Are 
• I ' 
must congeaf fr:om the puddled; laddycar and fifty bucks a week papers back; why just y_esterday_ : 
By Bruce Safford propagate the quivering m~sses streets. The ones, well look, that · just- for, a bag of that funny stuff,' I got a call in the phonebooth ·· 
: - that appear shuddering down the 
·The sun· creaks up sheddmg street, these things called human one: the wobbling gait of bat- right Mikey?" · right over there and ·this lady 
light on- the downtown still but that are never· seen falling tered knees and scattering 'leg~ "Right," Mikey says, "If I had said her name was Eloise Mc-
caught in night; s_ullen dust and within the bastions of humanity, e_ncased in paintspattered pa~ts; a ~id now, (!'ve had plen~y b'efore gonicle a?d ~ s_aid_ you ~an'~ be I 
sputum of the mght sully the catalogs SearS and Roebuck . fingers that fumble at everythmg mmd you) if I had a kid now I · saw Eloise die m Miami two 
sidewalks and the redbrick, and 11 'th J"k ' and nothing-, fingers brickred wouldn't let him go to high school. years ago, what are you trying to the neon. co T~ge, e \t th t th 'and knuckles swollen, nails bit- let alone college. They don't dlf? And she said but I'm Eloise 
-The weak yellow light must ese are ose a e sun ten in hopes of nourishment. teach 'em nothing. Why I saw the and I said no, no, you can't be, 
..-~ ... --------.... !al ...... lllil ___ ...,,... Cardboard belts or rope. hoid other day in the paper they let leave me be and I hung up." 
Tl_ 9'IV£ft' things with-hope. A greasy grey these kids' outta high school . And they shuffle on past two ne -1, n, mane, carefully coiffed, combed, down to the City and they can't obviously big,-time college guys, 
combs are an easy.thing to find in read like they should- iii the one explaining to the other that 
... A.'f.9ER~· the street, so easy in fact you can eighth grade. You tell me, what what with drinking, his car, AAY ,6, wait for a clean one to appear. good· is that? What the hell good tennis, and his girlfriend, he 
Rest Drinks Anywhere You can find a lot of good stuff in is that? Ah, but it ain't what you didn't have enough money to go 
Great Steaks & Sea·"ood the street if you just keep your know anyway, it's always who around, so he dropped his 
;/' head down and your eyes open. you know. And this damn Carter girlfriend. 
Warm,Friendly Atmosphere "Collitch kids are easy meat. guy now, he wants everybody to The sun has crawled higher, 
Sing-a-1.,ona Frir/q,v&Saturdav 9:,'>'fl Open You want some dough, you just give back their medals, did you and it is daytime, and in a college r- hit the first pretty boy you see see that? I ain't gonna send back snackbar with a cartoon name 202 7 SLATER VILLE R.J) 1'ues:Sat with a babe on his ·arm, and he my purple heart, I got that fair with an architecture that ca~ 
' • 5-1 can_'t turn you down. Ya, big and square over in Germany in only be called -The New Brutal-
..,. ______ .. ___________ .,. _ _. spender. _Real big deal. Got a 19 and 52- I ain't gonna give it ism, there is bad coffee, ten 
COLLEGETOWN ITHACA OPl!N7 DAYS 
SUN-THURS .. 7AM•2AM FRI & SAT 24 HOURS 
back, same with my priest cents, styrofoam and clumps of 
papers, they want them back creamer, too hot too bad, bad 
too. I used to be a priest four people in the morning; this fella 
years ago,, but I gave it up. Went frizzy.· hair freaked back, a 
to the seminary over there. in carefully worn and meticulously 
Vietnam and I had, a parish in fraved dandv beat .. This fella 
Germanv and now they w.ant· my continued on page 15 
the frame work, 
108 W. Green St. 
• creative custom framing . 
• dry mounting • plexiglass frames 
• laminating : . .-prints and graphics 
Tu .... -Sat. 10-5 273-1080 
10 PERCENT DISCOUNT, WITll I.D. 
-
~---- ,r .r t1 JI~ ir 1.C •. S.A.B. & ·A.L.S. PRESENT _ 
' ' 
RAMSEY LEWIS 
/ 
IN·CONCERT 
., 
In FORD HALL AUDITO.RIUM 
FRIDAY .. FEBRUARY 25,,c 1977 
2 SHOWS . 9:00 PM &. 11:00 PM 
~, 
TICKETS ARE· '4.00 ADVANCE $4.&0 AT DOQR · 
I· I ' 
EGBERT UNION WILLARD STRAIGHT-
. MAYER'S SMOKE SHOP 
• NO SMOK.ING OR DRINKING _ALlOWED·.·:. j.r ,,,,,, . 
. - . .... ' . . . . 
.\, 
I. Health Tips 
by Michele A. Smith and Anastasius Dangers of a Cold G" bod th ·· · 
. , , ·Peter ' - 1ve your y e rest 11; 
: ~e~bereof!-Heal~h . . . The common ·cold itself is not_' requires; avoid becoming over-
Center ~d_visory, l:ommattee . danger«;ms. 'It can,. ~owever1 tir~d.. · EAT FOR FREE Soyou've got a cold. Your nose weaken the body allowing othef -Eat well balanced meals consist-
is running, your throat is sore, bacteria present in the body -tn ing of protein, starches, carbo- _ 
you col!gh every two minutes opportunity to develop, whith 'hydrates, and fats. •..,,....i.i..i~ 
and you're so_ weak you just can't they neyer had before when your -Be certain you ax:e getting the· 
make it to class- tod'ay ... or the defenses were ilt full strength. daily requirements of vitamins 
[with this coupon I 
For Every Party of Four, 
the least expensive s:neat Is 
Compliments of the House. 
_ Expires Feb. 17th 
rest of the-week. What do you d~ Some people are allergic to their' apd minerals. 
, now?_ · _ own cold virus or the activated ~Keep your body warm-avoid 
' What you're plagued with has ,bacteria. The severity thjn tn_- becoming chilled. 
been labeled a "cold" but what: creases and a mucous discharge -Be certain there is sufficient 
e·xactly does that mean? A cold is may spread to other phrts of ventilation while indoors-germs 
merely a name given to any your respiratory system. concentrate in close~ quarters. 
number of short.-1ived infections A Cold Cure- Ha! Vitamin C Dilema 
of the nose and throat. It is 8tudies have sh-own that the 
caused by many different types There is "no cu_re" for the more Vitamin C you take the 
of viruses. When one catches the common cold, but there are more you need. Meaning that if 
common .cold, the "cold" causing medications and steps that can your body only needed 50 mg. 
viruses are present in great be taken to temporarily ease the before you began taking 150 mg. ' 
amounts in the nose and throat. discomfort. Antibiotics can be d .1 b d .11 . 1 When you cough or sneeze they obtained from your doctor to 10a0
1 Y1•50your d ?1 Y wi .tr~qmres \ h b · h t - mg. ai yon a con muou are expelled into the environ- work on t e acteria t a can b . · d t b ff t· T 
· . . as1s m or er o e e ec 1ve. o 
ment By the way-did you know cause secondary throat mfect1ons d t th h b 1 . · a e ere as een no cone us1ve 
that a cough or sneeze can travel that can. prol~n'g your ~old_ or studies to support the belief that 
a distance up to six feet away cause more serious complications v·t . C "d . t· 
fro~ your body? Antihistamines wqrk against al- 1 abmit~ ai s m--·pr~venfmg, 
· · . . h com a mg or recovermg rom lerg1c reactions t at accompany th Id ' 
How do you catch a cold? your cold. If you have a stuffy, e co · 
running nose and teary eyes for 
Your chances of catching a cold' more than 7-14 days, the average 
increases during the colder ' length of an uncomplicated cold, 
months. People stay indoors you should visit a doctor. Only a 
more the· chilly temperatures, doctor can differientiate between 
and l~ck of activity give the cold the symptom's of a "cold" and 
viruses a better opportunity to those of an allergy you may have 
gain a foothold and develop. The· developed with your cold. 
proximity of peop_le, when a-. . . 
person coughs or sneezes, makes Cold Preventmn- No Sure Way 
it easier to spread the cold There are no sound and true 
viruses. Becoming chilled, inad- methods of preventing the com-
equate rest and an unbalanced mo~ cold. Here are some tips to 
diet can also make one vulner- increase your chances of avoiding 
able to catching the common a nas~y <;old. 
cold. 
If you do catch a cold, take 
these tips to avoid spreading the 
infert.ion: 
continued on page 15 
-~. 
FOR 
MEN & WOMEN 
. ,1mitr\s 
PYRAMID MALL l....u i 1 l 1 1 J TELEPHONE 
ITHACA, N.Y. 14850 (607) 257-3377 
FEATURING 
REDKEN 
PRODUCTS 
WE GET YOUR 
HEAD 
TOGETHER 
272-so92 I 
(Free Parliing) 
,-.. . . : ... , 
The Bureau- of Concerts·- -
The &. Senior ·Class 
PRESENT 
The Striders 
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS~ 
Desperado 
. Saturday~ February· 26 
9:00Pffl . 
UNION DI.NING HALL 
SENIORS FREt: WITH .SENIOR STICKER 
. _ ~LL OTHERS-SI 
Beer.- &oda •. And Cheese Will Be Sold -·· 
·LIMITED. SEATING . 
· _.FIRST COME. _·FIRST ·sERUED 
!- '. ' ' '. I 
',,.' .. t .. 
., i 
.... 
•• ~.1 
.B· ·" -~./1-1· . -... t····· ·- ... _.· 
· -u.ue m· 
Board· 
BELLY DANCERS! Share an ·exciting night at 
Cornell with the instructors and students of this 
exotic danc·e form. In Willard Straight 1Vlemorial 
Room on February 21 from 8:30 until 10:30 this 
event will take place. Admission is free and 
refreshments are available downstairs. 
The initial batch qf spring, 1977 New York State 
scholarships has arrived at the Bursar's Office. 
Students may stop by the Burasr.'s Office, Job Hall, 
to either pick up their checks qr have them 
deposited to their student accounts .. 
VOLUNTEER NEEDS IN ITHACA 
MEADOW HOUSE NEEDS: A volunteer, with 
training or experience in the field, to assist with 
physical° therapy for handfrapped adulys on 
Tuesday mornings from 9 to 11 am. - Volunteer 
crafts-p'ersons are also needed to teach· simple 
techniques of their specialty to a small group of 
handicapped adults. Any two hours a week, for a 
six week period can be arranged ·and materials will 
~ be provided. 
ITHACARE NEEDS: A volunteer to run a movie 
·projector on any evening, once a week. Volunteer 
friendly visitors are also needed to spend a few 
hours a week, on any day, with_individual, lonely, 
eldcrl_y people. 
NEW YORK ST ATE EMPLOYMENT OFFICE 
NEEDS: Volunteers - to assist with a records 
inventory on any weekday, morning or afternoon, 
for three or four days. 
SOUTH HILL SCHOOL NEEDS: ,A volunteer, 
with some knowledge of Chinese, to help a sixth 
grader from Hong Kong with Englis.._. The 
volunteer ~ay choose any school day anci time for 
the assistance. 
· For more information or an appointment to any 
voluntary service, please call the Voluntary Action 
· Center. 272-9411, MMd.:i'vthru Saturday from 9 am 
to 1 pm, or call J.C. Comnunity Serv-ice, i74-3311. 
Tuesday or Thursday from 9 to 10:30 am. or 
Wednesday from 1 to 3 pm. 
ThP Office of Campus Activities is a_ccepting 
applications for two program assistantpqstions ·and · 
one operations assistantpostions to work in Egbert 
Union from August 1977 to June 1978. These 
positions are full-time for a duration of forty-four 
wet•ks, are non-refundable, and pay $6,800: 
Qualified candidate<; are- seniors who will graduate 
in May an who are interested in student per~onnel 
or a relakd field as a career. Interested persons 
may stop by the Office of Campus Activities for 
nrnrp information and an application which must be 
rt·turned no later than April 4, 1977. 
·The Rotary Foundation Educational Awards for · 
International Understanding offer undergraduate 
scholarships (for juniors and :>eniors) and graduate 
fellowships for an academic year abroad. The · 
stipend covers travel, fees, book~, r<;><>~ ~d ~oar_d 
and incidental living costs. Apphcat1on deadline 1s 
March 15; further information is available from 
Roi ary Foundation of Rotary International, 1600 
Ridg-e Avenue, Evans~n. Illinoi_s 60201. -
Public Citizen (Ralph Nader) has approximately 
twenty paid and unpaid summer internships . 
(usually · 10 weeks). The application deadline is 
March. Interested students may sµbmit ~ ~ume- ·· 
to Florence Dembling, Personnel Office, Tublic 
Citizen, 2000 P Street; N.W.,Wasbington, DC 
20036. , 
i' ....... ' <··::-'. ,' 
,, ' • :, ,· 1. ~ •, . \ ' ~ I • ' .,;;,,,,:,: I''' ( . .-: ·:' :'• .. , .. _.., • .,'•'' ._, '.'_.! j 
' \ , .. ~ ' : ... ,_.,· 
'\ 
, .WSIJ~[t \t;.l?\N~~~f~· . · -:: . . .. · .. · .: ~- ... l 
Vice-Pl'esidillli Ctitii/ized ) , 
. To The Editor:' ' Exceptions'tQ.the rule, instances_. cally: yo~ try to ma~e _a S!lJOP_th. 
-This 1s in response to the h , th .. -1: '"d -'t pply to the concise product-. Tl:ns ls great for 
. w en e rues on a . . 'd · · t· 
•lt•tter written hy Gus Perialas on ·t t· d ,1- ., atter to commumcatmg I eas In writ mg 
. SI Ua 100, On seem uO m , · . , d"fr -t' f h' the editorial on apathy. him. - . hut ~1t 1s very 1 __ ~er,en rom; ow. 
Gus Perialas is ·called the _ This seems to he another _pl•opll· commumca.te _personall_y. · 
vice preside~t for student· and example of the_ samt• kind of What this article was trymg 
campus affairs. In _four. Y,ears .thinking. lie saw obscenities; to do was communicate· on a vf?ry 
here, evpryon~ I hav_e kn?wn to therefore it, just had' to be bad. pnsonar level to.its readers. -.To· 
· have an,v dl•ahngs with him has Evervone knows _that the 'make them think about.the Vfay 
found him ~o have- no rapport Ithacan i°riakes practice of not they are'running t~e!r ow~ lives_. 
·with the-!..tud'ents here what so using . .obscenities. Thats why A smooth journahst1c pr~duct 1s 
ever. Ile doesn"tt seem to ca.~e making this exception made it just-not thl· proper medmm for 
how we feel and is only Interest- stand out so much.· , ; cloinJ.: that. , _ . . 
eel in rules and regulations and When writting journalisti-: ,I Just don-t see_ what 1s ;so 
they're herng enforced blindly. · horrible about a small group of 
oeo. Keslii,shoglou 
word!> that makes . them 'so 
diffl•rl'nt from all th_t• other ones 
in lhl• languagl'. - . I think 
romplaining about tht•ir·· con· 
!->lrll('tivt• 11!..e.in thi!.._instance was 
continued from page' 5 ridirulou-.. 
Some of the meetings· at-
tracted small numbers while 
others the record of attenaance 
shows up to 38. 
One final note concerning the 
statement which credits me ~s 
having said that I do not think 
student input is essential. When 
this was first reported in the 
Ithacan issue of December 9, 
1976, your reporter quoted me as 
follows: "I am not prepared to 
di_scuss thesse things (meaning 
student input-) right now, I think_ 
it is not essential ... " .. ·your 
reporter conveniently omitted 
the rest of my statement and 
replaced it with... WI.at I 
actually said was, " ... I think it is 
not essential for your story." the 
sentence which followed this 
-statement and was printed in its 
entirety with reasonable accur-
acy (unusual for Ithacan report-
ing standards) said, "Frankly, I 
don't remember off hand what 
they all said." I was tola at the 
time. by your reporter. that he · H.r tht· \1 a_1·. thl' administr?-
was writing a story on the t ion in g-Pnl'ral stands to gain 
procedures used to invite stu- from st u11Pn1 ari.1thy. _because 
dents, not a -story on student than thP_1· ('an do whatever thl'Y 
input. Therefore I assumed the\ \1 anL Ma_vht' thats what.- was 
proceedings ~f the meetings rPall.1 hothl'rin_~_ Gus Pt>rialas. 
were not relevant to that inter-
view. 
- t did take extensive notes of 
all meetings and they were 
{;ar_,· :--iPg"l'I . 
~ot'iolog-y I !177 
used-- student input from all our }Vi 
Dean's and Chairmen's meetings . omen 
was considered when we built OOG 
our budget. continued from page 4 
, During my meetings with to free speech. ----
the students, I heard some The refusal by men to 
concerns regarding other- parts womens free speech has necessi-
of the campus. This additional t~ted the growth of feminist and· 
student input I incorporated in radical presses. T_he fact that 
my presentation a£ the .All-Col- this literature doe_s exist is an 
lege budget meetings. · explicit statement that · women 
Sincerely, 
John E. Keshishoglou, 
Dean of Commuirications 
are taking control over their 
lives and in turn resisting a male 
dominated _society. · 
Linda Zerilli 
Politics '78 
c·riticism 
Unwarranted 
Bring a· Touch.of tlie-.T-rnpics. 
•• • • ', J -: ),,.~ .·' ··: • 
· to Your Home ... 
FLOWERIN_G_ and f9LIA~ Pt.Arns ... _: ·, : · _- -- ;-
To the Editor: 
'· After reading .Teresa Solo-
mon's letter to the editor in last 
week's Ithacan, "I_ felt I had to 
defend "Get Off Your Ass:" from 
her harsh criticisms. I find 
Solomon's statement that the 
article exe·mplifies the narrow-
mindedness it hopes to expose as 
illogical. "Meaningless, cliched 
four-letter words" or none, the 
writer's point is successf1,11ly 
made. Who among us read the 
editorial and didn't understand 
it'? . 
'f-o view this article only as a 
demonstration of the ·Ithacan's 
freedom from censorship is ludi-
crous. "Get Off' was a voice of_ 
discontent and agitat,ion; · as 
Solomon fleetingly· a~kno'"'.ledg-
ed. The phrase "give a shit" was 
used to unify the article and help 
to maintain it's angry tone .. 
·solomon was not too funny 
thinking the writer w_anted us to 
literally give a shit. 
The command to "GET OFF. 
YOUR ASSES! GET OUT OF. 
YOURSELVES!" was not meant1 
to be. profoun·d .. ' If was simply 
supposed to mean exactly what it· 
.savs. _ __ · · ·_ . .· : · 
- Solomon contends that the 
editorial symbolizes a .sophomor-
ic "look what we can get away 
with" type of exhibitionism. I 
contend -that she. should .. step 
down -off iter pedestal and .. see 
things for what they are rather 
t~an giving out her "holier:-tban-
thou". criticisms, of w~ich · her 
lett~r wre"aks. 
Completely Sipeerely_, . 
Seott Sudel' · -
~"••e ~~ :·: . 
.· ...... ' . (, 
·: ~ . ',.: 
TERRARIUMS .and SA~D QARDE~S - . ~ 
"SUNFLOWER" POmRv- -~ 
HANGING BASKETS . 
· deliveries in lthaco 
154 Ithaca Commons -
. 273-7231 
.-TH.E-
-·--PLANTATION--' 
Ben Hayeem's 
"The Black 
Banana" 
' . 
-An Israel{ Furn 
Accl~imed int~atio_t:iPlly, ··. 
buf BANNED_JN~iSRAEL!,. 
__ Jsii~day, Feb~aty 2.9th-.-
- --- 8·00pm ( ..... . "' ' . ... . . ~ 
·TEXTOR_-102 -· --· --
Admission $.75 for Hillel Affiliates 
.. · $100 -~all others · 
. ··- ' 
. ·~-·· ' . -
SPONSORED BY Hll.LEL .. ·: 
' . "PRocEEos Will. GO .·. 
·· TO'THE-UNITED-·JEWISH APPEAL 
- ' ~ ' ' . . '-.'. - ... . ' .. ' ' 
- '',. ' 
,· .. ··· 
. ' ·~ 
•., 
•'II'•• 
,I • .., ~; , ' 
. - ', ·-
: , -~~!
1tt~~·'.F~~~~r:1~1J,?.?ir~~- 15 
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ooeSAGA ,, . 
continued from page 12 continued from page S 
·: -·. · heard about a lot of it going· person· signed up. Usually· Shelly La motte, manager of 
1 ,,..-~------..,.., .... _ --.--,.,-·,,_, ... , To P and M, ·.·down, friend ofa friend's brother students sit back and complain special events. You can get a 
I, :r_Qf c..ala ·@· !: a singing telegram is certainly in-law used to be. the biggest in about the food without doing super Saga birthday calfo that 11 u v ~ 1 hard to pay back for words to New Mexico. Used to be? What's anything. "If someone gets serves 36 people for about $3.00 . 
.__ ________ __,;•:..;;;;-' express my gratitude, I'm at a he do now? Five to ten, beat that something fucked up on th.cir Another option available is that 
lack . My life has been empty, rap. plate bring it back and you'll get you can order raw food and cook 
FOR SALE· Phase L' 4v0 . sorrowful too I haven't had Ball that jack, that's right she a new one. If you bitch about- it it yourself. If you want to order 
amp 200 pl~ watts pe1;1~ 1 anybody, until there was you. does, but check that chest, noto each other it's not going .to food for a picnic, you cari get it RMS per channel This camp ~
9 
Love, fear of drowning there. This guy happen. "Said ·one Saga worker through you boa~d credit. Also, 
virtually brand ~ewl 5425 ;r Dale- Freddie bre~thes on my glasses, and the also, constructive complaints on for 50 cents a head, in the Job or 
· best offer. 272-6519. Mr. Muscle is waiting! Why asses, bluejeaned, oh my. the complaint board will be De Motte room you can have food 
· ·not arm wrestle for starters answered with a yes I under- served to you by a waitress and 
FOR RENT: 4 bedroom house in [Love it!). 1[J lit L stand or a no and a reason. It's have a dinner party or be-er 
Enfield with seven acres attach- -8. oooJI--iea, l{fb not going to work if you tack a arrang~ment can be worked out 
ed. 12 miles from school Lease hamburger up and write "this also. 
and rent are negotiable.House ~oupy- a rose is a rose; you ain't continued from ~age 19 sucks". Last Wednesday one There is much room for 
includes built in bar! 272-651 ·9. seen nutin' yet. -Keep your d1stance from feedback method worked. When improvement in Sal'a. But 
'Waiters and Waiti.oesses wanted 0the~s. 8tay away as much as roast beef and quarter-pounders things ,~ill remain the same 
F(i.R SALE: 8-track car stereo '1' possible fr d d I for Striders/Desperado Party on om crow e Paces. were served, a sheet was posted unless the school and the stu-
with 2 5¾ "Jenson Speakers. All Cover your cougl s and 
are brand new. Saturday, February 26, in the · . 1 • asking students what they want- dents do -;omething about it. 
includes 3 tapes and a· case Union Dining. Hall. Call or sneez:s. Use dispos~hle tissue ed-as a third option. There was a Radical change and/or improvP-
272-6519. contact Student Activities Office aod dispose of them 111• a closed considerable response. mcnt mainly comes down to 
Amplifiers: Sunn-Bass $
150 
x3149. Doc Kramer T8A_ 208 paper ba~ or by flushmg them If you feel Saga is taking economics however, and if you 
Cqncert slave $175; Alamo ~ 112 .. x755 or 273-9897 down a toil~t. . . advantage of you, you can ·take want a better food service they speaker $125, Earth Head $150, · -Be certam your hvmg quar- advantage of Saga through - will make you pay for it. 
also Cry-Baby Wah-Wah $20, Ride needed to Cortland Satur- ters are well ventilated to avoid 
also Fender Jaguar 1966 5200. day for National Teachers Exam. spreading the infection to other 
Call Steve at 387-9007 [local] Paige Pattishall x747 Terrace 5 family members or friends. 
eyenings. 112. 
FOR SALE: Cassettes - Ampex Mike and Evil, What you can do if the cold 
caught you. 747-90 minutes only $1.50 each. What' is a B.J.W.? Will we 
Contact Corey X751 or 273-9896. ever see one? -aspirin help relieve headaches 
and general achiness 
-antihistamines give some re-
lief if you develop an allergic 
for your )lelp Sun- reaction 
FOR SALE: AM/FM Stereo -Bean 
ca11sette in dash. Locking Snooi>y . 
FF/RW. $70. Contact Corey Thanks 
X751 or 273-9896. 
da,· nite. Maybe someday we'll -a· vaporizer or hot bath 
Unusual Comtem~rary 3-Bed- match the voice with the face. 
T wnh . relieves congestion room o ouse baths, Living Si~ned Evergreen. 
i:oom, Dining ~m Kitchen, sky -hatd candy soothes your 
light entry pnvate balcony, To whom it may concern! Thanks throat 
gardenandgarage. Walk tol.C. for the flower, but roses are red -nasal decongestants are help-
and commons, $360/month , f If I · d d"ff" It 273-3571. violets are blue.-Who are you. u or c oggea noses an 1 1cu 
I.H. Apt. 28-5-7. breathing. 
HAIR STYLING: If you need -liquids generally help you to 
your hair restyled, reshaped or Hobert. . ., feel better 
cut, we can do it for you cheap. How was your cold .shower. -rest- it helps your body to 
Call Connie and Marcie, 2729030. Your secret valentine. build up resistance against comp-
Stev- Iications 
For Sale: 9 week old Dutch Let's do some Picadillystyle s t· f t· th t 
bb• c al ailabl C II ome 1mes a ague, sore roa ra . it. . age ~~ av e. a naughties -· English Pickles and d h d h t b 272-9030. · ? "Y · 1,, an ea ac e may no e sym-Beer. Ooh, oy nasty boy. toms of a cold but of a more 
El.JR----- ;;;..,.,,AM Adere U. Rose serious illness. 
~ss 1/: q:"rKmlJ 
tl~n 2 Id~ ·· Dear Harry, See a doctor if you develop any 
.. '. ' .... "'· . 
. .'.~,;;;- (800) 325-4867 
"' ,, .•. ,,,,,, !1.•w•·1 ,•Q••r.• 
It's going to be a long weekend of these symtoms: a fever that 
·without you here - I'll miss you. lasts longer than three days, a 
Have a goo_d time. severe headache, chest pains, 
.@ UniTravel Charters . Love, hard coughing spells, earache, Diane rusty looking sputum. 
DISCOUNT STEREO 
' EQUIPMENT. A total c:eacept 
in 80&lld design . & aerviee. 
Coiitaet Seth of "AUDIO DE-
SIGN". Talcott Rm. 317 or eaD 
. 272-9123 or XMS. · 
Last chance for trips to Ber· · 
muda, Ft. Lauderdale and San 
Juan, Puerto Rico.. Call Jackie 
Daniels X522 or 272-9777. 
"Brown" Eyed Girl, 
Please don't pout 
Cause theres no need to· doubt_. 
On the 13th of next February 
Having You as my Valentine will 
be necessary. 
Stacy- Don't Jump! D. 
Love ya, 
"Hazel" 
If you suffer from any chronic 
respiratory illness, consuft a 
doctor at the onset of the cold. 
SOUTHWEST 
IMPORTS 
Deadline February 19. CALL ------------ti 
American Indian 
Arts and Crafts 
Authentic 
Indian Jewelry 
NOW! CONCERTS 
G
< . . · .: · Cl)~: Feb. 26 -
. I ~ ~~• 
. ~ef oQnQ , ·. . . Syracuse Auditorum 
_Jr - -. March 3 •· 
, Honey-
To SAAB or SOB? Oh, 
nhead and SAAB; I'll help. 
Todd Runclgren 
Syracuse Auditorium 
go March !S • 
Richie Furray, Roger McGuinn 
Alfred University Love, Me 
Ride Offered to Rhode Island -
Beautiful downtown Providence 
here !. come! Friday F~b. 18, 
leaving around 12:30 p.m. Call 
Doug X457 or X208. 
March 16 • 
Marshall Tucker 
Syracuse Auditorium 
March 30 • 
Jethro Tull 
Syracuse Auditorium 
Fr~ 164 Page Book! 
44 different tours t~ all of Europe. 
incl. Scandinavia. Russia. Balkans. etc. 
Plus Morocco. 2 to 4 weeks. escorted. 
all expense incl. air, $1028 to S2489. 
d'ble occupancy. Frequent departures. 
For your free copy stop in at ... , 
/ 
BEAM TRAV-E_L 
207 N. AURORA ST.-277-3133 
....... ;-· ...... · ... 
Dewitt Mall 
277-4Y16 
.,••~•'• 
Free 
Pizza Delivery ltd. 
27'1°i'li@ 
2"CAS1S 
COLDBilR 
DIHo8111Prlceo 
•Groceries • Kegs-
Party Supplies « lea. 
UllmD.CI.Afi 
122 N. Aurora· St. 
Op9!1 Daitr till 1(t p.m . 
UNITED Feature Syndicate 
ACROSS 
1 Moves 
clumsily 
5 De la Roche 
novel 
10 Hit hard 
14 US. author 
15 "Half - ----
1s better .. 
16 Regarding· 
2 words 
17 Dinner 
18 State of 
being 
highly 
regarded 
20 Rome·s first 
bishop · 
22 Weapon· 
Slang 
23 Contour 
24 Jeweler·s 
unit 
26 Apple ---
27 Jacques 
Explorer 
30 Fondled 
34 Immigrants 
35 Destruction 
36 Si:•anish 
clieer 
37 Water body 
38 Male formal 
costume 
40 Breakfast 
lood 
4 1 E xtrem •ty 
42 Volume unit 
\ 3 Physical 
2 J • 
" 
17 
20 
67 
5 
aptitude 
4 5 Act 1n return 
4·,i: Places trust 
48 House 
furnishing 
•tern 
49 Actress 
----- R,va 
50 Surround 
53 Jack of 
clubs m loo 
54 Feed a 
furnace 
58 ----------
fortitude 
Guts 
6 1 Its capital 1s 
Teheran 
62 Scrutinize 
63 Encomium 
64 Tennis 
court 
fixtures 
65 Small casks 
66 Ventilated 
67 Joy 
DOWN 
1 Illumination 
source 
2 Arch 
3 Stir 
vigorously 
4 Of special 
value 
5 Jolt 
6 Sour ale 
7 Eddie----· 
Yankee 
pitcher 
7 
puzzle 
answers 
([)"f!li 
page 11 
8 Of ships· 35 Had a sharp 
• Abbr . taste 
9 Toward the 39 Besides 
stern 40 Crying calf-. 
10 Immersed in like 
water 42 Sulks 
11 The East 44 Egypt. 
12 Desist sacred bull 
13 Whetstone 46 Dresses up 
19 - ---- of beef 4 7 Impairment 
21 Fall m drops 49 Mansion 
of water 50 U.S.S.R. city 
25 Dormant 51 Ending with 
26 Witty fellow confer and 
27 Skip about ess 
28 Unique 52 For men only 
29 Outer 53 Hair· Prefix 
coverings 55 City on the 
30 Pres1dent1al Oka 
nickname 56 Singer -- -
31 Actress Smith 
Sophia----- 57 Noun ending 
32 African 59 Light 
antelope refreshment 
33 Notches 60 Conducted 
8 
' 
11 13 
'~ : •"' < ..... -
Char.Pit 
restaurantr 
steaks & ch~ps >, 
•: 
.. 
<' 
elmira road 273-0777; 
· across from Grand Union ,. 
., ....... 
,, 
I 
,· 
'~ 
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1.1.N u FEB171977 
-- ITHACA COLLEGE I ·. I . . ~ P~r~;t~!;, 
DUE TO INCREASED 
DEMAND YOU ARE STILL · 
- . I 
· ABLE TO SIGN UP FOR YOUR 
SENIOR PICT·URES 
- . 
SIGN UP AND PICTURES 
WILL BE TAKEN IN 
ROWLAND HALL 
: (THEOLD 
t 
CHAPLAIN~S OFFICE) 
MONDAY 10am-2pm 4pm-8pm 
TUESDAY 10am-2pm 4pm-8pm 
WEDNESDAY 10am-2pm 4pm-8pm 
~ PORTRAITS WILL BE TAKEN- BY -
'. · PHOTOGRAPHICS OF ROCHESTER. · -
. - ' 
· S~TTING FEE IS ONL y- $5:00, 
---
- • ____ ------------1__ 
$3.00 of which_ can be·applied 
toward finished portrait~.-P.urch~s·ed. 
. .. 
-- . 
. ''• -.... :-.· .· .;, . _· .- . 
- . . - .. . 
' , '• , \. , , '; •• • , , ., .~· , '.', , , , r 
